Methodist Curriculum
Materials for
Methodist Church Schools
No matter where you may look, you can't beat the combination of using Methodist prepared literature and other
curriculum resources in Methodist Church Schools.

That's Because ...
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METHODIST CURRICULUM MATERIALS are educationally sound-based on the best in recognized
educational concepts and techniques. They combine into a single, unified program, a step-by-step plan of
education for all from the youngest child to the oldest adult-and all based on known needs and
capabilities of persons at each age level. They involve the whole family in the learning process and are
tied together with teaching plans that typify the best in practical educational methods-putting a strong
emphasis on the responsibility of the teacher to work closely with each group.
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ONLY METHODIST LITERATURE is prepared in accordance with a Methodist rheologyan interpretation of the Christian faith as Methodists see it. ONLY METHODIST
LITERATURE actively involves those who use it with the ongoing program and activity
of The Methodist Church. Only by using Methodist literature can your pupils know
about and be an active part of The Methodist Church.
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WRITE NOW for materials that will help you to better interpret
the real significance of using ALL Methodist literature in your
church school. Just ask for Resources to Help Interpret Methodist
Curriculum Materials. Your nearest Cokesbury outlet will .be glad
to send them to you.
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*Send Mail Orders to Regional Service Center
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New York 22
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WORLD OUTLOOK
"WARM WELCOME"
IN THE CONGO
I have received a very warm welcome in the
Congo and plenty of work. I have found a very
good spirit among the people and a good attitude toward all foreigners. [Autumn 1962.]
It is a privilege to work with people who are
trying to advance and take their place among
the nations. Of course they have not straightened out all their problems, but they are working on them, and one day they will have a
stable government.
The people are tired of wars and poverty.
A graduate of a secondary school asked a
missionary: "Vlhy do not more missionaries
come to the field and take over the junior high
school and higher education in order that we
can go on to college?"
\Ve have hardly enough teachers to carry on
higher education. All students who complete
secondary school wish to go to college. Young
people feel the need of more education, one
reason being that they know a job depends upon
education.
l\Iy heart goes out to the many boys and girls
in the villages who want an education, but
have no teachers.
I am pleased to see the Atetela people assuming more responsibility for the work of the
church and its related institutions. The people
decided that they would have to give more to
keep the church moving forward . So they had
a meeting and decided to tithe their salaries at
the end of every month.
Mama Uya Lukai, an unusual person, is president of the Conference 'Woman's Society of
Christian Service. She is much interested in the
status of women. "African women must have an
education," she said. "They must go with their
husbands to study, and learn as they do. 'Vomen
11111st be lifted if the Congo is to go forward."
Mama Uya Lukai is concerned about the
village women. "They are not educated," she
said, "but if we could see inside their hearts we
could see the longings for a better way of life.
And we could not rest until we help them to
fulfill those longings."
EDITH MARTIN
M. M. C. C. Lodja via Luluabourg
Republic du Congo
ANCHORAGE-"All-America City"
Alaska has a scenic beauty all its own. Majestic snow-capped mountains are purple at sunset in summer, but beautifully pink in winter.
Just a few miles away are blue-white glaciers
pouring down between mountains.
There is an over-abundance of brilliantly
colored wild and cultivated flowers and berries
. during the spring and summer months. And
autumn is filled with the bright yellow of aspen
and birch leaves.
One of our church members said: "The cultural life of Alaska has materialized to produce
community choruses; symphony orchestras, community theaters, community colleges, universities, fairs, festivals, and pageants."
Anchorage is really an All-America city. People from all parts of North America are making
this new land their home.
NANCY AND KENNETH HEFLIN
2605 Lake Otis Hoad
Anchorage, Alaska
"EXCELLENT ARTICLE" ABOUT SCHOOL
IN JUNGLE COUNTRY OF MALA YA
Thank you for the excellent article in the
August, 1962, vVonLD OUTLOOK, "In the Jungles
of Malaya," by Lillian B. Polhemus [pages 34,
(Continued on next page/
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35]. It is an accurate and inspiring picture of
the work being carried forward by our Methodist
school at Nibong Tebal.
Vle hope that other articles on Malaya will
appear in your fine publication.
CnAIG S. 'VILDEn
Vlesley .Methodist Church
Penang, Malaya

"LET'S KEEP CHRISTMAS"
I attended a Christmas party at Odanah at
the home of a Finnish couple. Each family
present contributed a song, or a reading, or
skit or game.
We heard "Silent Night" in Finnish; "Adeste
Fideles" in Latin; and saw a film called "Let's
Keep Christmas."
Lms :tvlAnQUAnT
Rural Christian Center, Nishi Nopporo
Ebet su-shi, Hokkaido, Japan
METHODIST WORK TEAM
IN A PERUVIAN JUNGLE
From the middle of July to the middle of
August a work team ( 15 university students
and their sponsors) from the Southern California-Arizona Conference worked in the Peruvian jungle, alongside Peruvian young people,
pastors, and missionaries. A school for the children of the Campa Indians and Peruvian homesteaders was built-the only school in this area.
Along with the school house we were able
to enlarge the quarters for a pure-bred pig project, which is being used to provide farmers here
with beginning stock.
JA?.IES B. LONG
Apartado 45, Huancayo, Peru
RECOVERY TEAM
AT CLARA SWAIN HOSPITAL
Occupational therapy is a program of selected
activity, conducted as treatment, under medical
direction, for physical and psychological problems.
The goal of our Recovery Team is to help
people back to health. Many patients have been
severely handicapped by illness or accident.
We find there is much resentment! Patients
may even resist having their interest sparked.
But once we catch their interest and show them
how they can learn, they eagerly respond.
Treatments may include painting, drawing,
basketry, wood-carving and wood-work, and the
making of jewelry.
Through our educational program some
patients learn to read and write during convalescence.
An abundance of ingenuity is needed to challenge the interest of the hundred patients of all
ages and temperaments.
. ALICE RIEL
Clara Swain Hospital, Bareilly, U. P.
India
COLORFUL CHRISTMAS IN PAKISTAN
On Christmas morning our new church bell
rang for the first time. This is the first bell we
have had that sounds in all corners of the village.
On Christmas night we had a party for those
who work here. The gardener is also the one
who pumps water by hand into the roof tanks.
His wife and children walked three miles to our
house. They were shining in new Christmas outfits. Our driver came with his family. The
woman who is my helper in the dispensary
came with her husband and six children. The
cook didn't want us to wait on him, but finally
he did sit down, and had a good time. There
were fifteen children and twenty-six adults at
this party.
We sang all the Christmas songs anyone
knew. The house was gaily decorated in Pakis4

tani style--with red, purple, yellow, orange, and
green.
Our guests enjoyed our showing of a filmstrip,
"The Other Wise Man."
GnETA 'VIsEMAN
Stuntzabad, Chak 135/16 L,Mian Channun
West Pakistan

PICTURESQUE COASTAL JOURNEY
IN KOREA
It took us two days to drive from Pusan to
Kangnung. Along the coast the Korean fishing
villages were picturesque. The ocean was very
blue, the white breakers rolled in amongst the
rocks and sandy beaches.
The people along the coast are fishermen or
farmers. We saw people out in the ocean scraping seaweed from the rocks, and gathering whatever else they could find that was edible. The
water was cold, and the legs and hands of the
women waders were red.
Fish were drying on long poles along the
beaches.
The farmers terrace every bit of available
land for rice paddies.
We stopped to visit several Korean pastors
and their families. They were very friendly, and
helped us to find good lodging for the nights.
LELA JOHNSTON
Methodist Mission
Seoul, Korea
BIBLE SOCIETY IN BURMA
BROADENS HORIZONS
With all my regular jobs, plus a year as acting secretary of the Bible Society, there has been
much to do.
The work in the Bible Society has been interesting and rewarding. The contacts made
through this work have broadened my understanding and knowledge of the work of the
Christian church throughout this country.
This year a new language has been added to
the already numerous Burma languages in which
we have the scriptures. A committee of fifteen
has been checking the entire Bible in another
Burma language. All in all this work has been a
rich experience-and the year broke all previous
records in financial contributions to the Bible
Society in Burma.
FRANK AND KARIS MANTON
22 Signal Pagoda Rd.
Rangoon, Burma
CHURCH IN BRAZIL
GIVES THANKS ON TWENTIETH BIRTHDAY
Last year our Rudge Ramos Methodist work
celebrated its twentieth birthday. There was a
Family Night supper, recreation, a worship
service of thanksgiving, a church-wide prayer
meeting, and a choral concert by the seminary
students. A special evangelistic service ended a
week of commemorations.
Please keep the church in Brazil on your
prayer list.
MAc AND JESSIE McCoy
Faculdade de Teologia
Rudge Ramos, Estado de S. Paulo, Brazil
MISSION NOTES FROM TUNIS
You would be fascinated if you could walk
into one of our sewing classes for women. Approximately 85 women come for such classes
during the week. How well they listen to the
Bible lessons given by Madame Boukhchem,
wife of a retired minister!
My Swiss colleague, Miss Wendie, is an expert seamstress. A hundred and twenty-five girls
are learning to make skirts and other clothing.
Our summer program included ·camps and
vacation Bible schools.
In our church Algerian and French peoples
worship together. On our missionary staff there

are French, Norwegians, Swiss, and Americans.
EAHLINE LEDBETTER
39 Avenue des Felibres, Tunis, Tunisia

PRAYER POEM PRAISED
The beautiful prayer poem by Helen FrazeeBower [WonLD OUTLOOK, Nov, 1962, p. 31]
expresses what, within my own heart I have so
often felt, the reality of love. God is present by
love alone.
MRs. FnED V. BLAND
I3592 Lanning Street
Garden Grove, California
AND IN ANSWER ••. THANKS
We of the Mt. Zion Methodist Church wish
to thank WonLD OUTLOOK and Madelyn Gregg
for the lovely poem, "And In Answer," which
appeared in the October issue. We used it in
our program for the Week of Prayer and Selfdenial. Many thanks; we felt greatly inspired
by having it.
Mns. MADEL GnovE
Woman's Society of Mt. Zion Church
Albion, Illinois
A GRACIOUS RESPONSE IN BRAILLE
I transcribed Miss Gregg's poem "And In
Answer" (October WonLD OUTLOOK), and Mrs.
Frazee-Bower's poem, "I Thought to Thank
Thee" (November issue), and Mrs. Tillman's,
"Christmas Message" (Dec. issue of The Methodist Woman), into English Braille. I sent these
transcriptions to the Bethlehem Centers which
have services to the blind, and also to a few
Woman's Society members who are blind.
JUANITA WILLIAMS
1127 Mathewson Ave., Wichita, !Cansas
"TOO INTERESTING TO PUT DOWN"
I read the December issue of WoRLD OUTLOOK from cover to cover as soon as it arrived.
I could have been doing many other things
that needed to be done, but this issue was too
interesting to put clown.
How I wish our Methodist women would
read WoRLD OUTLOOK and study it-it should
be studied as a mission study. I have never
been to Ireland, and I was especially interested in your article on "The Methodist Church
in Ireland" [page 27).
Mns. JoE J. PERKINS
2303 Farrington Rd., Wichita Falls, Tex.
IN TAINAN
Tainan has a dry, dusty winter, but usually
it has heavy rains in the spring.
In late spring the royal poincianas that
line our streets are in full glory with their
flaming orange and red blossoms. There are also shrubs and trees with white and purple
blooms.
Our peaceful little Japanese-style house
(Methodist mission property) is set in a tiny
yard with small, gracefully · trained banyan
trees. Twice a day, at least, our street is full
of young people, most of them on bicycles, going to and from school.
The sounds of the jets overhead contrast
strangely with Taiwan's capital, a city with
old temples, drum towers, pagodas, and gates.
It is gratifying to work with the dedicated
young people who are in our seminary. The
majority of students are in training to become
pastors. However, a goodly perpentage of young
ladies are in training for full-time work in
Christian education.
Although there are nearly 200 students, there
will probably be 100 churches without pastors
after appointments are made ..
TED AND BETTY COLE
Tainan Theological College
228 East Gate Road, Tainan, Taiwan .
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Five Questions About
World Missions
What is the role of the foreign missionary today? Of the mission overseas? Of the denominational board of
missions? What is the role of the denomination itself? Of the national
church overseas?
A significant consultation on missionary strategy called by the Board of
World Missions of the Presbyterian
Church in the United States at Montreat, North Carolina, last October,
dealt mainly with these five questions.
An unusually wide range of Protestant
missionary leadership took part in this
consultation. For the first time Southern Baptists, Missouri Synod Lutherans, and Seventh-Day Adventists,
among other conservative missionary
groups, participated freely along with
representatives of the National Council of Churches, the World Council of
Churches, representatives of active
constituent denominations in these
councils, and nationals from younger
churches overseas. They were engaged foi· a week in study, discussion,
and the shaping of suggestions designed to help the Southern Presbyterian board in working out missionary plans and policies. The consultation addresses by the Board's Executive Secretary, Dr. T. Watson Street,
Dr. John A. Mackay, by speakers from
Brazil, Congo, Ecuador, Formosa,
Iraq, Japan, Korea, Mexico, and Portugal, by Bishop Lesslie Newbigin,
Dr. Harold John Ockenga, and others
presented differing views on these
major questions.
These five questions are among the
most pressing that all mission boards
are compelled to consider in some
form by swiftly moving events in a
world
undergoing
revolutionary
change. They have already been lifted
up by Methodists in consultations
held in Africa, Latin America, and
elsewhere in recent years, and they
will loom large in the three great
regional meetings which will bring
Methodist missionary leaders together
in St. Louis (February 4-7), Washington (February 4-14), and Denver
(February 18-21). These questions
are among the issues dealt with in the
new mission study book, Our Mission
Today, by Dr. Tracey K. Jones, Jr.,
JANUARY 1963

which is now coming from the press
and will be released to the public
next month.
New concepts of the missionary, of
the mission field, and of the mission
are emerging. A new era in the Christian mission is beginning, and it is the
conviction of those who are most
aware of what is going on that a
mighty spiritual renewal is about to
take place in the life of the churches
and in the power of the Church universal to present an effective witness
to the world.

Timetable
For Desegregation
A proposed timetable leading to
complete desegregation of The Methodist Church has just been made public by the Bishops of the Central Jurisdiction and a five-man study committee representing that body.
The proposal follows the Jurisdiction study conference of March,
1962, which considered the administrative problems which abolition of
the segregated jurisdiction and its annual conferences will bring.
The abolition of the Central Jurisdiction has long been a subject for
debate within the church. More progress was made in the 1956 General
Conference toward a solution, many
Methodists feel, than in that of 1960,
when many white delegates, friendly
to the idea of desegregation, felt that
the Negro constituency had not a
united opinion on the problem.
The present proposed plan calls for
a series of gradual steps toward integration, leading to adoption of conference realignment by the Central Jurisdiction at the Central Jurisdiction
meeting in June, 1964.
One present procedure toward integration, adopted in 1956, allows individual churches in the Central Jurisdiction withdrawing and affiliating
with predominantly white conferences
where an invitation is extended.
The new proposal suggests that attention be given to the relative advantage of transferring a group of
churches in a local area rather than a
single church at a time.
It is good that the report from the
Central Jurisdiction has been made
public so far ahead of General Conference. It will give time for all to have a
chance to discuss the matter. Perhaps
the most important single procedure

suggested is that a timetable be set
for the desegregation.
WORLD OUTLOOK awaits for discussion on the proposal.

The Single Woman
The single woman and her "problem" are occupying quite a little thinking on the part of some churches, particularly, oddly enough, the Roman
Catholic Church.
It is good to find that The Methodist Church has not ignored the question. In a little book just off the press,
called by the rather uninspired title
Program Plans for Employed Church
\Vomen," there is a section called
"The Single Woman Speaks" which
we recommend to pastors and laymen
and laywomen.
We go on to urge that the single
woman hasn't exhausted what she has
to say in this section of the book. We
hope that there will be more to follow.

Mutual Understanding
In Africa
African church leaders meeting in
October in Northern Rhodesia have
issued a statement calling upon the
continent's "older" churches and "independent" churches to work for mutual understanding in ''humility,
magnanimity and frankness."
The term "independent" churches
is used to define those which have
broken away from older mother
churches or had been established by
Africans in Africa. The term "older"
churches is used to denote African
churches in continuity with the historic churches of the West.
The statement, which covers a wide
variety of issues from problems of
polygamy to dreams and visions to
church discipline, is expected to have
far-reaching influence on relations between the two groups.
Some of the main points of the
statement follow:

Christian healing: The ministry of
"faith" healing forms a central part
of many "independent" churches. The
"older" churches must pray for the
renewal of the gifts of healing and
exorcism by such means as prayer and
the laying on of hands. Rejection of
" Published by the Woman's Division of
Christian Service Literature Headquarters, 7820
Reading Road, Cincinnati 37, Ohio.
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Western scientific medicines by some
"independent" churches should be
shown to be inconsistent with the
biblical doctrine of creation.
Dreams and visions: "We do not
encourage reliance on dreams and
visions, especially the disproportionate emphasis found in some 'independent' churches," but "on the other hand
we may openly accept dreams and
visions as genuine spiritual experiences, to be brought under the discipline of the scriptural revelation of
Jesus Christ."
Polygamy: The polygamous status
of a new convert should be no barrier
to his acceptance of church membership. However, Christians within the
fold must be taught to appreciate and
practice standards for home life based
on the mind of Christ which, among
other things, includes monogamy.
"Older" churches should consider
whether in "independent" churches,
where there has been little change
from traditional African patterns of
marriage, there may not, nevertheless,
be a genuine relationship to Jesus
Christ and whether or not these may
"not be recognized as churches with
whom possibilities of Christian fellowship must be explored."
Church discipline: Membership of
"independent" churches has sometimes been increased through the exercise of discipline in the "older"
churches. "The discipline has become
centered almost exclusively on certain
offences against sexual morality and
is usually carried out in a purely mechanical manner. The wide gulf which
exists between this practice and the
loving care of Jesus, the Good Shepherd, needs to be brought home to
the conscience of all the churches."
A concluding section stresses that
"bridges of understanding and reconciliation" must be built between the
two groups of churches. "The primary
need is for patient, honest Christian
fellowship," it declares.
Much of the "patient and honest"
fellowship will have to be demonstrated by a listening ear as far as the
"older" churches go.

Unity Is Mission
This issue of WoRLD OUTLOOK, by
definition a missiona1y magazine, is
6

almost entirely devoted to developments in the life of Christian churches
-the Second Vatican Council of the
Roman Catholic Church, the Orthodox Church of Russia, the Protestant
monastic community of Taize, etc.
To many, trained to think traditionally about the Christian mission, these
may seem like strange subjects for a
missionary magazine. There may even
be some cynical enough to suggest
that this is an attempt to utilize the
glamor of a currently fashionable subject.
With all due acknowledgment of
our sinful nature, we must deny the
charge. The renewal and the unity of
the church are an essential part of the
missionary nature of the Christian
church. If we forget this, we are in
danger of distorting both the missionary and the ecumenical tasks that the
Christian community is called to perform.
The fact is that the great ecumenical texts of the Bible are also missionary texts (see, for example, the great
prayer of our Lord in John 17). The
only remarkable fact about this statement is how much we have tended to
overlook this fact and to attempt to
divorce "missions" and "unity." This
attempt itself reveals a desire to cling
to old forms and patterns.
Fortunately for the church, the
world pays. little attention to our
nostalgias and jostles us into facing
new situations. Such is our situation at
the present time. We are still looking
ruefully back to a comfortable time
and old loyalties that may have to be
left behind.
This is certainly understandable for
the way forward is shrouded in mystery and full of peril. Those who approach the future with na'ive optimism
are in as bad straits as those who cling
teadully to the past.
Does this sound like a sorry plight?
V\!ell, it is the universal plight of the
Christian church in history. We are
always in danger and would always
perish were it not for Him to whom
we belong.
It is in such a spirit that we should
all approach the Week of Prayer for
Christian Unity Januaiy 18-25. For
this is primarily a week of prayer. To
pray for the unity of Christ's church
is not to endorse any given scheme
for attaining that unity. It is an acknowledgment of the agony that we

should all feel over being separated
from fellow Christians. And if we do
not feel that agony, how can we begin
to feel the sense of loss in separation
from those who do not know that
Jesus is Lord?

An Idea
Worth Considering
In the necessarily slow progress toward Christian unity, there are certain
steps which may be taken to both
symbolize and advance that unity.
The proposal several years ago by
Swiss theologian Oscar Cullman that
Protestant and Roman Catholic congregations take offerings for each
other was such a step.
Another such step, more tangible
and more limited in scope, has been
advanced by the Rev. William 0.
Harris, a minister of the United Presbyterian Church U.S.A. Mr. Harris
notes that even the most enthusiastic
supporters of the merger talks now
being conducted by The Methodist
Church, the Presbyterian Church
U.S.A., the Protestant Episcopal
Church and the United Church of
Christ (and recently joined by the
Disciples of Christ and the Evangelical United Brethren) do not expect
concrete results from these talks for
some years. In the meantime, he
thinks a symbol of these churches'
quest for unity is needed.
To serve as such a symbol, Mr. Harris suggests the production of a common hymnal by the churches involved in the talks.
In support of his proposal, he notes
that 254 hymns now appear in a majority of the hymnals produced
separately by these four denominations and that 161 hymns now appear
in all four hymnals. To this degree, we
already have a common hymnal albeit
separately published ...
This seems to us an idea well worth
exploration. The last General Conference of The Methodist Church authorized revision of the current Methodist Hymnal. The committee working on this has already done much
work so that it can present its report
to the 1964 Genetal .C onference. We
hope that they will consider the pros
and cons of Mr. Harris' proposal before it becomes prohibitively expensive to consider any change in
plans. This could be a step in the
right direction.
\VORLD OUTLOOK

By DOROTHY McCONNELL

0 Good Shepherd, grant that
we may henceforth become one
fiock, one heart and soul . .. May
all Thy children work together
for a real reformation, in peace
and in humiliy, trusting in Thy
mercy, in order that Thy
Church may regain her
youth, and be radiant with
the beauty of her early.
years.
-FENELON-17th Century
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HE Second Vatican Council is
having some months "off" before it
continues its considerations. Now
is a good time to pause and appraise
what the Council means to the world
and to non-Catholic Christians.
The £rst fact for Protestants to be
aware of is that there is a real struggle
going on within the Catholic Church.
The press has been warned not to "sensationalize" it, and it has not been too sensationalized. Partly that is due to the
pope himself who has kept the Council
fairly well free of absolute blocs. The
struggle is intense but it has never degenerated into the drawn battle that the
Protestants experienced some decades
ago between the fundamentalists and the
liberals.
There have been incidents ..
Toward the end of October Alfredo
Jolm Cardinal Ottaviani, upholder of the
traditional point of view, was called by
the then presiding Council officer, Bernard Cardinal Alfrink .of Utrecht, for exceeding the time for speaking. The time
limit is ten minutes. Cardinal Alfrink is
one of the most vigorol.1s suppmters for
the renewal of the church. There was a
spattering of applause. As a result Cardinal Ottaviani withdrew from the Council
for six sessions not coming back until
matters under his jurisdiction (he is
president of the commission on theology)
were likely to come up.
The Archbishop of Palermo, who was
presiding just before Ottaviani was expected to return, suggested that the
bishops withhold applause of manifestations of the sort in the future since Ottaviani was "grieved."
There are conservative prelates who
are genuinely "grieved" at the winds
blowing through the church. They are

T

usually men who have not been "called"
for time ,before. They have had great
power and have not been openly embed.
Now a renewal cannot be achieved
without sb:uggle and without incidents.
No doubt the Vatican would prefer that
these signs of struggle should not be reported. But the struggle is of such vital
importance to all Christendom that
Christendom should know of it. Indeed,
it should be known beyond Christendom.
The second fact that Protestants should
know is that the treatment given the
non-Catholic Observers is in the highest
order of courtesy. The Observers have
had choice seats at the Council meeting.
They were briefed on what was coming
up. They were provided with documents
before the discussion. Translators stood
by for those whose Latin had been lost in
the mists of the past. This is signi£cant for
all the Christian world.
The Observers-Protestant and Russian
Orthodox-were in a way a theological
embarrassment which the pope got
around easily by expressing love for all
God's sons. It is not so easy for some of
the others. The Observer's baptism is admitted as valid. These "separated" brethren are recognized as part of the Christian family. How they can be sons of God
while not members of the "one" church
has sent many father and scholar scurrying around for theological explanations.
The pope seems to be acting on the
principle laid down by Dr. J. H . Oldham
once for the ecumenical church. "Act
as if it were here," he advised. The pope
seems to be intent on the salvation of the
world rather than the salvation of the
Catholic Church. In that salvation he apparently wants to enlist all Christians.
He considers, so it would appear, the
church an instrument rather than an in7

I

Pope John XXIII pr11rs for the succe8S of the Second V11tican Council
a s it opens before some 2,600
bishops gnthcrcd in St. P e ter's
Basilica, from fifty-five eountl'ics
and six continents.

stitution. It gives him a freedom b eyond
the freedom he enjoys as pope.
Another consideration is that of the
laity. The question of the place of the
laity in the church is almost as difficult
as the place of the non-Catholic Christians in the family of God. The laity by
their baptism are endowed by the Holy
Spirit-so says doctrine. Thus they can
no longer, according to the men supporting the renewal of the Catholic Church,
be the passive recipients of the Spirit
through the clergy. They have more than
a secular vocation. They are heirs to an
ecclesiastic vocation from their baptism
on as the clergy are.
\Vhile there were laymen in many of
the pre-Council consultations, and while
there are some working on matters concerning the Council at this moment, there
are no laymen on the Commission on the
Laity. This is not surprising. Up to this
moment the laity has been, more or less,
a passive body in the Catholic Church.
This is true not only of the Catholic
Church. It is true of most churches. The
grave seriousness with which the Council is taking the lay problem is something
that the rest of the Christian world can
watch with profit. It is one of the unfinished businesses of all churches.
The place of women as part of the laity
has not been mentioned as far as we
know in the consideration of the laity. It
probably will appear at some time. The
Council is a male assemblage. But women's absence in the Council has been
noted by many Catholics. The Jesuit
paper America in its November 1962 issue mentioned the "subtle irony" of the
fact that the first life-sized figure that the
bishops passed on the way to the Council
in the Basilica was St. Theresa of Avila.
The editorial suggests that St. Theresa
would not have been interested in woman's place per se but goes on to remark,
"some contempora1y observers may object, however, that times have changed.
They point to the staggering achievement
of women at almost every level of operation, in Catholic education, welfare work,
and social action, in active and contemplative communities, in secular institutes
and the lay apostolate, in lands where the
church has long been established as well
as in mission lands."
It suggests that in future councils
some place will be made for more "direct
and efficient participation by the female
half of the family."
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Then the mere coming togeth er of such
an aggregation of ecclesiastic administrators has meaning for world Christianity.
Many of these ecclesiastics did not know
each other. Their relation to Rome was
a bilateral relation. They seemed stimulated to find that others from distant
geographical areas had problems similar
to theirs and sometimes problems so exceedingly different that that in itself was
stimulation.

There are new voices heard. For instance for the first time in Catholic circles
there is a united Africa bloc talking of its
special needs. Among other things it
pleaded for a relaxation in the liturgy.
"Latin" said one the African prelates
on the question of Latin in the Mass, "is
not only a dead language. In Africa it has
never been alive."
The authority of the bishops is another
consideration that has exercised many
WORLD OUTLOOK

l\lethodist observers. Ilishop Fred P.
Corson, who has played a significant
role as the president of the World
Methodist Council, and Dr. Harold
Roberts, principal of Richmond Col·
lege, Surrey, England.

Religious News Service, NYC

and can have interest for Protestants.
Since bishops are also with the pope
"descendents" of Peter, since they also
have been ordained, do not they also
have some claim to speaking ex catliedra?
i\fost local decisions always be left to
Rome? Is the pope the only one with the
attribute of infallibility?
The pope himself has instituted a custom, in public audiences, of having the
cardinals join with him in giving a public
JANUARY 1963

blessing-thus putting aside for a moment his uniqueness in the church.
Through the whole Council the figure
of the pope stands cenh·al even when he
is not in attendance. He affects the Observers as no other man-not excepting
the gracious and lively Cardinal Bea who
is directly responsible for the Observers'
understanding and welfare.
The pope is a difficult man for the onlooker to understand. He is not simple.

When he comes to his balcony, as he
did on the night of the opening of the
Council, and tells the people of Rome to
go home this night and be especially
good to their children, to kiss them and
tell them the kiss comes from him, he is
the idealized picture of the father.
He is far more than that.
He is shrewd. He is too shrewd to become embroiled in any dissentions. You
could take him for a kindly, innocent,
pious churchman when you see his peasant face peering out from under the
papal trappings. But this is a man who
has served in the embassies of the world.
He knows· the divisions in the world and
he knows some of the divisions that have
been caused by the Catholic Church. He
knows that, if the world is to be saved,
the divisions must be spanned somehow.
He is a worldly man in the best sense of
the word.
He needs his bishops with him in this
program and he knows that without
them, no matter how infallible he may
be, he cannot bring his church along to
the place where it can serve the world
adequately. He knows he needs the understanding and sympathy and, in some
cases, the cooperation of the separated
brethren.
He feels that the Catholic Church must
find its way back to the working men
and women-the factory workers, the
farmers.
He is that most difficult man to
fathom-the thoroughly good man with
a mission.
He says that the need for a Second
Vatican Council came to him in a flashin a revelation. But no such flash revelation is given to a man who has not been
thinking on these things.
The pope's hold on his ovro Italian
people is close. To a \Vestemer it is almost shocking to hear the worshippers
applaud as the pope passes them on his
way to and from the altar. ·w hen he
passes, the c1y of "Papa! Papa!" becomes
deafening. But if he is a "papa" he is a
very modern one indeed. He is the one
who provides the atmosphere and the
impetus for the insh·ument of the church
to be used. His choice of Scripture before
he blessed the journalists (mentioned in
another part of this issue) "A father's
blessing is the bulwark of his children's
house," is a natural choice. If the pope
considers himself as father he also considers the house equally his children's.
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Rev. Dr. John Moorman, bishop of Ripon (England)
Rev. Dr. ·Fredrick Grant, profasspr emeritus of biblical theology, Seminary
Theological Union, New York City (U.S.A.)
Ven. Dr. Charles de Soysa, archdeacon of Colombo . and Principal of Divinity
SC:hool in Colombo (Ceylon)
.·.··. ·
· ·
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Young priests follow the news of
the
Council
in
L'Osservatore
Ro111nno, tl1e semi-of]icinl paper of
the J' nticn11.

One of the by-products of the Council
was the discussions that went on around
the Council. Italian-Protestants, with a
history behind them of "minority" experiences, were apprehensive about the
Council. In a Methodist setting there was
a discussion about the place of the pope
in the church. One cleric stood for the
place of the pope as both mediator between God and his people and initiator
of the work of the Church. The importance of the initiator role all of us
granted. We have no one person in our
own church who can carry the authority
of initiating a great program. There are
so many Boards and church calendars
and episcopal areas to be checked that
often the program loses its greatness by
the time it is launched.
The need for the role of mediator some
of us doubted. We held to the old prayer
of St. Chrysostom-"when two or three
are gathered together in thy name thou
wilt grant their requests-."
I felt, this is purely a personal feeling,
that the pope would accept this idea of
the Holy Spirit being present among the
humble, cleric or laity, without the need
of the mediator.
Be the pope's place what it may the
proposed renewal of the Catholic
·Church is the most dynamic event in
the life of all Christian churches. If it
succeec;ls, it will affect us all. If it only
partially succeeds, the course is still
set. The "aggiornamento" of which the
pope has spoken-the letting in of fresh
air-has been accomplished to an extent even now.
The Council is not calling for all its
separated brethren to join the Catholic
Church. The Council, under John XXIII,
is working on a bigger plan. Its plan is to
save the world, in any way it can, for the
love of men and the glory of God.
The Council calls for understanding,
it may call for patience. It is a wonder of
the century that non-Catholie Christians
have been invited to sit in while the
largest church in the Christian world
works on its own renewal.
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Bishop Raines, of the Indianapolis
Area, is president of the Board of
Missions of The Methodist Church.

Ife recently visited Russia as a
member of an official delegation
of American clwrchmen.
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by RICHARD

RAINES

'Rd«Jion

s the Russian Orthodox Church a
tool of the Communist Party? Is it
dying or dead spiritually? Does the
Russian Orthodox Church's entrance
into the 'i'i'orld Council of Churches
open doors of subversion and menace
the usefulness and trustworthiness of
the World Council?
Three weeks of daily, almost hourly

I

c.

contact with the clergy and people of
the Russian Orthodox Church have
brought me to convictions concerning
the above questions.
Thirteen American laymen and ministers, official representatives of the
National Council of Churches, went to
the Soviet Union and there were the
guests of the Russian Orthodox Chmch.
11
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A service in a church in Russia. Clergyman with dark beard is Archbishop Nieodim.

Selected members of each group wrote
papers on such subjects as "'Vorship
and Preaching," "Missionary Objectives,"
"The Christian Gospel and Science,''
"Peace," "Contemporary Theological
Trends," and "Christian Unity." These
were used as a basis of discussion to help
us come to know and understand each
other. Our visit is to be followed by a
Russian Orthodox delegation coming to
the United States as our guests in February and March of 1963.
The friendliness with which we were
received was warmly cordial, the hospitality lavish.
Plans for the use of our time were suggested though changes we desired were
made where possible.
Because a signillcant religious festival
was being held, and in order to get us
acquainted with what they call "the
divine liturgy," namely worship as conducted in the Russian Orthodox Church,
we spent the better part of fifteen hours
each of the first four days attending the
two and a haH ·to three hour services in
a variety of large and small-cathedral
and country-chutches.
Laymen and clergy alike, our delegation was deeply impressed. The churches
were full. The people stand or kneel
through the long service. Written clearly
on their faces were reverence, wi9tfulness, sorrow, the peace which passes
12

understanding. The choirs needed no
organ-their singing and that of the
clergy was of a remarkably high order
musically. We could not understand a
word of what was said or sung (though
we had a h·anslation of the service to
help us), but we could not miss the
sense of the Holy Spirit's presence and
power, moving obviously in the hearts
of the worshiping people who were
completely oblivious to everything but
worship and the Holy Spirit's witness in
our own hearts.
So far as the worshiping people are
concerned, it would be my conviction
that they are certainly not consciously
the tool of the Communist Party or
ideology.
A week was then spent in morning,
afternoon, and evening sessions of discussion. Archbishop Nikodim and Mr.
Irwin Miller, heads of the two delegations, alternated in presiding. Each session was opened by the singing of a
hymn by each group. In this the American voices were piping and thin compared with the rich, full, vibrant resonance of the Russian singing. Then together, in Russian and English, we repeated the Nicene or Apostles' Creed
followed by a prayer and the Lord's
Prayer, with each group using its mother
tongue.
These discussions and personal con-

versations, sometimes through the interpreters whom we had brought,
gradually brought us to the judgment
that these leaders of the Russian Orthodox Church were superior men both in
native intellectual gifts and in understanding and devotion. We became convinced that they were not consciously or
willingly the tool of Communist ideology.
We did notice that there was such a
frequent reference to "peace" in their
papers and in places where it seemed
a bit dragged in. We also noticed that
the same phrases were almost always
used. There seemed to be a naive unawareness that "world peace" requires
more than worship, that changes must
take place in tho Soviet foreign activity
and that Russia was not the only peace
loving, peace-seeking government.
'Ve could not be sure whether this
subject was brought up in the way it
was and so frequently because the papers
would be scrutinized by officials or
whether the clergy and church people
had accepted the government '1ine" of
peace propaganda and were thus unconsciously being used.
Only fifty out of the former four hundred churches in Moscow were open.
They were filled whenever and wherever
we attended. TI1e great proportion of
those present was women, with a sprinkling of older men and children, but
WORLD OUTLOOK
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A religious procession leayes a church in Russia. Note large crowd gathered around the church.

very few young men were in evidence.
The Russian Orthodox Church has for
forty-five years been the subject of open
attack by the Communist Party with the
declared purpose of slowly but surely
strangling it to death.
The church can have no schools, hospitals, kindergartens, or community centers, no youth organizations. The party
organizes the youth of every age to participate in so many state-sponsored organizations that there is no time available for the church to reach the young
people. Party youth organizations are
atheist in orientation and teaching. The
schools are used to "enlighten" young
people. Newspapers and clearly written
pamphlets and the churches that have
been turned into anti-religious museums
attempt to "free the people from the burden of religious superstition and error."
Printing presses are not available to the
church until after they have turned out
their government quota of printing. The
amount of paper permitted to the church
makes it impossible to publish any adequate number of Bibles, liturgical books,
or even a news sheet about church affairs.
The persecution of the Russian Orthodox Church has been determined, cleverly devised, varied and persistent. It has
been only partly effective. It has reduced
the number of churches drastically. It
JANUARY HJ63

has cut off the church from any social
or humanitarian outreach. It has commandeered the time and interest of the
younger generation and alienated many
if not most of them. It has put many
barriers in the way of recruitment for
the priesthood.
But in spite of all this the church has
survived. There are at least two to three
times as many persons loyal to the
church as are members of the Communist party though they have little influence in social or political affairs. Party
members must be convinced and active
atheists and enemies of the church.
I had the distinct impression that the
leaders of the church were not frightened or despairing. They have unfaltering faith. They said, "Goel is not going
to permit his church to be destroyed in
Russia." -I believe they have found ways
of getting the gospel over the barrie1~
and through the anti-religious propaganda, to the hearts and minds of a
growing number of people. An adequate immber of young men entering
the priesthood is one indication of this.
I believe that there is an empty place
in every human heart which only God
can fill and that the ache of that empty
place is becoming acute in Russia. I
believe that some of the ablest young
scientifically trained Russians are discontented, disturbed and are seeking out

the church for answers to the ultimate
questions, Vilho am I? \:\Thy was I born?
What comes after death? I believe that
the Russian Orthodox Church has been
purged by suffering and may have valuable insights-to share with us. I believe
that Jesus Christ is Lord of Russia as well
as the United States and that if His
Lordship is to be acknowledged by the
Russian people, it will come not by nuclear war but through the Russian Orthodox Church.
I believe that visits of Russian Orthodox clergy to this country are even more
important than our visit to the Soviet
Union. They will have their eyes and
hearts opened as they see 'America, not
as we described it to their unbelieving
ears but as they see it with their own
eyes and experience it in our homes,
churches, factories, hospitals, and schools.
The Russian Orthodox Church has had
no reformation. Its theology is very ·conservative, its social outreach nil, its information about world affairs limited or
distorted by a communist controlled
press, radio, and television. These limitations it brings with it into the \~orld
Council of Churches. But it also brings
centuries of Christian experience, a half
century of persecution, the desire and
need for Christian fellowship, a readiness to share and receive the Christian
treasures of experience, liturgy, and love.
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Prior Roger Schiitz (front), snh·
prior l\'Iax Thurian (left) and th e
brothers of Taizc greet a party of
pilgrims outside the twelfth ccn·
tury church formerly used by the
Community.
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by JAMES K. MATHEWS
Bishop Mathews is head of the Boston Area of The Methodist Church.

in a monastery? Yes, I was in one for four
days last summer. Perhaps I
should hasten to say that it was a Protestant monastery and explain something
of the circumstances which occasioned
my visit there.
Attendance at the Central Committee
of the '~'orld Council of Churches in
Paris last August afforded me opportunity also to be present at another significant ecumenical gathering. It was the
dedication of the Church of the Reconciliation at Taize in the heart of old
Burgundy. Christians of many lands and
many denominations came together to
celebrate this event at the time of the
Feast of the Transfiguration (August 56).
.
The Church of the Reconciliation was
built in -France as an act of penitence
and Christian brotherhood by German
churches. In 1958 a Berlin lawyer, Dr.
Lothar Kreyssig, launched a movement
of reconciliation called Aktion Siihnezeichen (Signs of Expiation). He invited
Christians from all parts of Germany to
contribute toward the construction of
places of worship in countries ravaged
by Germans during World War II. Adults
contributed funds and young people
gave their labor voluntarily. The response was widespread and already edifices have been built in England (a part
of Coventry Cathedral), Holland, Norway, Belgium, Greece, Israel and France.
The Church of the Reconciliation
dominates a lovely slope adjacent to the
Taize monastic community. This modern
edifice is of unique design, the work of an
architect who is a lay-brother of the
Community, and is a striking though
somewhat severe combination of native
stone and reinforced concrete, effectively relieved by stained-glass windows. It

A
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was entirely paid for by Germans and
constructed by successive teams of German youth during a period of about fifteen months. Above the west wall is a
large stained glass window of abstract
design. On the southern exposure is a
series of windows depicting in h1m: the
Nativity, Epiphany, Palm Sunday, Easter, Ascension, Pentecost and the Transfiguration. These windows were designed
and executed locally, again, by two lay
brothers who are artists.
It was a moving experience, then, to
be present for the dedication of this
great structure. Typically, the Taize
Community did not actually accept title
to the building, for they regard it as belonging to all churches. Typically also,
the first Sunday service was a liturgy of
praise celebrated by Eastern Orthodox
clergy and laymen. The dedication ceremony itself was as a part of a Protestant
Holy Communion service. The next
morning a Roman Catholic mass was
held in the crypt of the church. Quite
properly the worshiper is called to attention by a striking sign at the entrance
of the Church of the Reconciliation:
"You who enter here, be reconciled;
Father with son;
Husband with wife;
Believer with unbeliever;
Christian with separated brother."

Moreover, to those, who may feel that
German Christians have not really acted
responsibly nor adequately "atoned" for
their part in World War II, it may be
reassuring that there have been these
gestures of reconciliation. The spirit in
which it was offered may be seen from a
plaque in the crypt that reads as follows:
"This Church of the Reconciliation with
its crypt was built by the German move-

ment Aktion Siihnezeichen (Signs of Expiation). Being written in stone, it expresses
better than mere words the desire for peace
and reconciliation among all men.
"It is not the purpose of this sign to make
us dwell on a painful past. Rather it calls
us to fix our eyes on a future of reconciliation.
"Already reconciled with God, let us
search for peace within ourselves, peace
with one another, in family life, in work,
peace in .the parish and the Church, peace
among all nations.
"The Church of Reconciliation is first of
all a place of prayer so that divided Christians may soon be visibly reunited in one
Church."

Now let us turn to the Taize Community itself. Though its story has been
told a good many times, it will perhaps
be worthwhile to repeat it.
An afternoon's train journey from
Paris brings one to the tiny station at
Taize, not far from Cluny, the medieval
monastic center in central France. It
is a half mile's walk uphill to the village
itself. Like many other French villages,
it was almost deserted by its people
having moved to cities. A young Swiss
theological graduate first came to it
more than twenty years ago. His name
was Roger Schiltz, now prior of Taize.
As one enters the village the visitor
observes a symbol of the cross, beneath
which are five loaves and two fishes and
around which are the words COMMUNAUTf: TAIZf:. He is greeted by earnest, friendly young men who prove to
be some of the brothers. Soon the traveler is welcomed into one of the guest
rooms. For the pilgrim it is a memorable place of retreat and renewal.
Roger Schiltz would not stand out particularly in a crowd of men. A conversation with him, however, reveals
something of his depth and force of
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The new Church of the Reconcilintion nt Tnizc.

character. It was while he was still a
theological student in Lausanne that he
first had a vision of what has become
the Taize Community. He did his thesis
on the rule of St. Benedict. At the same
timehe began meeting with like-minded
friends for study, prayer and spiritual
retreats. In August, 1940, Schiitz went to
· Taize and lived there alone for two
years. The little town lay near the boundary line bet\veen occupied France and
Vichy France. His was an important role
in helping French Jews escape from the
Gestapo to safety in Switzerland. When
the Nazis became suspicious, he had to
withdraw until after the 'var.
During the interval in Geneva, Schlitz
met in tum with friends who have been
his closest associates ever since. They
were Max Thurian, a gifted theologian
and now sub-prior, Pierre Souvairan and
Daniel de Montmollin. Together their
dream of a Protestant monastic group began to take form. The friends lived together; developed a regular common
prayer life; and worked among intellectuals, students and trade-unionists.
At war's end in 1945 the group re16

turned to Taize. Among various practical
activities they established a home for
war orphans and began to develop
friendly relations with Roman Catholic
leaders. They supported themselves by
the work of their hands or minds-as
they have continued to do. The measure
of their boldness in starting to work in
Burgundy is seen in the fact that only
two out of each thousand people in that
part of France are Protestants. Nevertheless, association has been cordial, so
much so that the bishop of the Roman
Catholic diocese of Autun, in which
Taize is situated, has allowed the brothers to worship freely in the charming
little twelfth-century romanesque church
there. I was told that the present Pope
John XXIII, then papal nuncio in Paris,
encouraged this step.
In 1949, on Easter morning, t11e little
group, now grown to seven, made their
formal life-time "professions" and became a monastic community. It has since
grown to fifty-all but eight of whom
are laymen. They have come from many
lands-France, Spain, Germany, the
Netherlands, Switzerland, Denmark.

I
They also are from many walks in lifefarmer, · agricultural engineer, doctor,
lawyer, meteorologist, printer, architect,
to mention only some of tl1em. Moreover,
they came from several denominational
backgrounds. All are deeply devoted to
Jesus Christ and committed to a ministry of reconciliation. All are Protestants.
Though Roman Catholics, Orthodox and,
to some extent the Anglicans, have had
monastic traditions, this is the only effort in t11e Reformed heritage-a bold
venture. For they have been courageous
enough to put the "new wine" of the
Reformation in the "old wine-skins of
monasticism."
The prospective candidates come to
Taize as posh1lants. After a period of
mutual observation the candidate may
be admitted as a novice for approximately two and a half years of training
and service. During this period the
brother may freely withdraw and some
have clone so. At the end of tl1e period,
by unanimous agreement of the brothers,
the novice may make his "profession" and
become a frcre. None of the regular
brothers is expected to withdraw and
\VORLD OUTLOOK
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so far none have done so. It is a life-time
vocation.
The brothers take the three traditional
monastic vows of chastity, poverty and
obedience-traditional, but with a difference. For the Taize Community has
rede£ned these concepts in contemporary and Protestant terms. Celibacy is
not regarded as superior to marriage, nor
as ascetic. It is thought of as an alternative to man'iage, for the Christian. To
ancient Israel, marriage was essential for
every Jew. Christ established two vocations to men-both revolutionaiy: monogamous, irrevocable marriage; and celibacy. The power to fulfill either vocation
is from God. Both also are avenues of
service to God. In our over-sexualized
vVestern culture, the second alternative
may have special meaning to some Protestants of our time. It is certainly not
obligatory nor possible for all. But who
would go so far as to deny its validity
for the ones who feel it their special call?
As they put it: "If celibacy brings greater availability to concern oneself with
the things of God, it is acceptable only
in order to give oneself more fully to
one's neighbor with the very love of
Christ.". Or again, "Our celibacy means
neither breaking with human affections,
nor indifference, but calls for the transformation of our natural love. Only
Christ converts. the passions into total
love for one's neighbor." It might be
well for us Methodists to recall that
Bishop Asbury wanted his itinerant
preachers to remain single.
Poverty is, for the Taize Community,
a holding of all goods in common. They
do not idealize poverty. It is not a "virtue in itself." The community of goods
is a token of total community, the sharing of all life-its work, its joys, its sorrows. Here again, is a corrective to our
overly materialistic \i\Testern culture. But
even goods held in common can be an
embarrassment to a religious group.
Taize has to fight against prosperity,
which has often in the past sapped the
vit~lity from monasticism. For all intent
and purposes they have recently "given
away" their farm into a farmers' cooperative. Their witness is that the "earth is
the Lord's and the fulness thereof." Overemphasis on mere possession would seem
to be a denial of this.
As to obedience, again it is not conceived as the suppression of personality.
Rather, it is required because some principle of authority is necessary for life in
community. "There is no hope of a bold
and total service of Jesus Christ without
unity of mind. Individualism disintegrates the Community and halts its
advance." Neither individual rule nor
majority rule prevails at Taize. Rather
authority is vested in the prior "in CounJANUARY 1963

cil." After the fullest group consultation,
his decision is deliberately accepted not
in an authoritarian way but as a part
of a covenant of unity. So thoroughly
does the present Prior, Roger Schutz,
submit himself to the rule of Christ, that
his own authority in practical matters
seems to be above reproach, and great
haimony is clearly evident.
All of this is clearly defined in the
Rule of Taize of which Frere Roger is

the author. It is surely one of the more
significant Christian documents of our
time. It is related to a long Christian
tradition but thoroughly rooted in Jesus
Christ and the contemporary situation.
Supporting their whole common life
is their common worship. Worship at the
community is really a part of the modern liturgical revival. No effort has been
spared to recover the experience of truly
meaningful worship. Three times a day
Photo F. Claude, Taize

The b1"0the1·s at worship during one of their three daily services in the village church. It is
only at worship that the white habits are worn.
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Brother Robert was the first doctor in the town of Taizc. All his fees arc turned over to the Brotherhood which practises
joint ownership of property. Other professions represented in the Community include farmer, agricultural engineer, lawyer, meteorologist, printer and architect.

the brothers gather in the tiny village
church for united prayer-at seven in
the morning, again at noon and finally
in the evening. The language is, of
course, French. Part of the worship is in
silence, partly it is a reading or saying
or chanting of Scripture, Psalms and
prayers. The Sunday Communion is
particularly outstanding, and of rare
beauty. All the services are ath·active
and all are attended by villagers or visitors. It is at worship; and only at worship, that the brothers wear a white
habit. (At other times they were ordinary clothes and are indistinguishable
from any other people.) White symbolizes joy and praise, consecration to
the service of God. Incidentally, the
habit is a great "leveler."
Each day the brothers repeat the following before going to their work: "In
this day's labor and rest may you be
vivified by the Word of God. Maintain
interior silence in all things in order to
rest in Christ. Peneh·ate yourself witl1
the spirit of the Beautitudes: Joy, Simplicity, Mercy." They strongly adhere to
18

the idea of living for God in each moment.
Taize common life, supported by common worship, is for the one aim of common mission in the world. Not all brothers by any means stay at Taize. A· number are called "freres en mission"-scattered in witness and service in the world.
Brothers are serving at present in Marseilles, Algiers, West Africa, Sheffield in
England and Germany. Others have
served for periods in the United States.
All support themselves and "find" or
"create" their specific mission. They·
speak of "the mission of presence in tl1e
world." Their mission is to be there and
to be in Christ; and in their being there,
Christ is there. They take quite seriously
the word. "Where two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I
in the midst."
It should be mentioned tliat a counterpart community for women, following
the Taize rule and worship, has been
established at Grandchamps in Switzerland. There is also a kind of "Third Order" for married couples called "Le Foyer
d'Unite"; that is, Hearth or Household of

Unity. This is open to those who are
willing to accept a disciplined prayer
life, practice hospitality, simplicity, true
unity in marriage and engagement in
ecumenical witness in their own parishes.
What are we to say to all this? Personally, I support the idea of Taize. I would
not expect to see everyone join such a
community, but the alternative should be
open to some Protestants. Too many
Protestant young people have gone into
Roman Catholic orders for there has
been nowhere else for them to go. This
is not a· monasticism of withdrawal or
escape; but of engagement in the world.
It undoubtedly offers much promise for
fresh approaches to the Christian mission
today. There are some situations in
which missionary families cannot really
serve effectively. The brothers at Taize
seem normal and their work entirely relevant. They would like to have a branch
house in the United States. Likewise,
they would welcome Americans joining
them. I, for one, would be glad to see
some Methodists do so, provided it is
God's call for them.
WORLD OUTLOOK
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different confessions are uniting
more and more frequently in
joint prayer for unity in Christ.
This is a clear and hopeful sign that there
is a growing concern about the division
of Christendom. As Christians we are becoming increasingly aware that our divisions are contrary to the will of Christ,
and an obstacle to the action of the Holy
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Spirit. Christ made his followers into one
people. He sent them out as one people.
He therefore wants us to stay together.
The power of reconciliation can find
effective expression only if, with all our
differences, we speak as one people. The
Acts of the Apostles says of the first
Christian community: "All whose faith
had drawn them together held everything in common ... With one mind they
kept up their daily attendance at the
temple, and, breaking bread in private
houses, shared their meals with unaffected joy." It then continues: "and
day by day the Lord added to their
number those whom He was saving."
(New English Bible).
There is a close connection between
these two sentences. For His work of
salvation God needs a people which is
united in Him, and which refuses to be
separated from Him. Is it not, therefore,
a promising step forward if Christians
of different confessions today at least
join in prayer that the unity given in
Christ may become more visible among
them? Is it not also encouraging when
church doors, which have hitherto remained closed, are opened to admit
Christians of other confessions to this
common prayer?
Fellowship in prayer, it is true, is not
yet that unity which Christ demands of
us. But it is a sign that Christians are
preparing to be called to that unity. It
is a sign that they want to submit together to God's truth and guidance. Joint
prayer is the first opening for the work
which God has to perform upon us.
There has been a tremendous extension in joint prayer for unity during the
last few years, especially during the
Week of Prayer for Christian Unity observed January 18-25. The leaflet published by the Faith and Order Department of the World Council of Churches
has found its way into many countries
and churches, and every year it is translated into fresh languages. Christian
churches which hitherto had no contacts with one another are meeting more
and more frequently for common worship, and many reports show that these
services have been the means of overcoming many deep-seated differences.
We aU have cause for deep thankfulness
for this development.
At the same time, however, one question is bound to arise. If Christians pray
for unity, why are we still divided? Why
don't we advance more quickly? Why are
we still so far from being one people?
Christ said to his disciples, "If you then,
bad as you are, know how to give your
children what is good for them, how
much more will the heavenly Father give
the Holy Spirit to those who ask him!"
20

(New English Bible). In that case,
should not the renewal of divided Christendom be imminent?
Should not confusion and division disappear through the power of the Holy
Spirit, as snow melts in the sun? In achial
fact, however, things have not changed
very much. It is true, the atmosphere
is different. vVe are friendlier to one another, b~t as soon as the question arises
of giving visible form in daily life to our
unity in Christ, we come up against the
old seemingly insuperable differences
and obstacles.
Vie have only to think of the union
discussions between divided churches
now underway in some countries, but
making such slow progress. We have
only to recall the difficulty of organizing
cooperation between different churches
in the same locality. Nor must we forget
that even today fresh divisions are constantly arising. It is therefore not surprising that many persons are beginning to
be impatient. Perhaps all this talk about
unity is simply hot air? Are we not simply deceiving ourselves about the true
situation? Under the cloak of ecumenical
friendships are we not basically just as
self-centered as we were at the time of
the interconfessional quarrels? Perhaps
in the end we are not as interested in
unity as might appear from our prayers?
The contradiction is obvious. But it
would be wrong to ascribe it simply to
dishonesty. The reasons why we still
cannot unite lie deeper. We are bound
by our conscience. We see the need for
our unity in Christ to find fresh expression. But at the same time we see that
the convictions which divide us seem
to be mutually exclusive. How are we to
overcome this tension? Of course unity
is desirable. But is it equally clear that
the only unity that is worth attaining is
the unity which springs from obedience
to God and therefore no one must give
up what he thinks he must believe in
obedience to God.
It is not the obstinacy of a few theologians which divides us; it is not narrowmindedness, ignorance or prejudice. It is
rather our obedience to God which divides us, and we cannot see yet how we
could unite while remaining obedient to
Him. At a time when unity is in danger
of becoming a slogan it is important to
remember this. Those who really want
to serve the cause of unity must do so in
obedience to God. Those who simply
respond to slogans and propaganda certainly are not pleasing to God.
But is there not also a holding back
which arises from fear rather than
obedience? Perhaps we have sought contact with other Christians. "Te have
found in them friends and brothers. 'Ve

have had conversations and sometimes
worked together. 'i\Te have found a fellowship which brings us joy and enrichment. But then suddenly the difficult
moment arises. 'i\Te see that this fellowship required that we take a further step.
We realize that we must rethink one of
our convictions, or abandon a custom to
which we had become attached. And
suddenly we harden. We refuse to continue thinking. We push the responsibility on to the other person asking him, in
effect, to change his attitude. And do we
not often experience this in our prayers?
When we come before God, He shows us
part of the way we must take. We do not
see the ultimate goal, but we see the next
step clearly before us, and we think we
can easily move ahead. But when we return to our everyday surroundings the
great vision has disappeared. We are
confronted by the old considerations.
We have become rigid, and are afraid
of betraying God's will. We are afraid of
losing something of the tradition entrusted to us and handing over the victory and honor to others. 'i\Te are afraid
of the uncontrollable factors, the risk
and strangeness of the situation. 'Ve
imagine ourselves the object of others'
criticism. But fear is a great enemy of the .
Holy Spirit, a greater obstacie to His
work than almost anything else.
TI1e theme of the 1963 Week of Prayer
is: He is our Peace (Ephesians 2: 14).
This theme has been carefully chosen.
Its purpose is to remind us of the source
from whom unity must spring. It is He
who is our peace. The 'Veek of Prayer
seeks to call every one of us, each in
his own place, to Christ afresh. TI1e more
we are permeated with his peace, the
clearer will our attitude in the insoluble
tension in which we find ourselves as
divided Christians. If His peace is before
our eyes, we shall not seek an easy way
of achieving unity, nor shall we refuse
to move forward.
The longer we keep our eyes fixed on
Him, the clearer will become our human
thoughts, desires and plans, but also our
human anxieties and misgivings. In His
peace we become free. "Te shall be able
to see the way to full unity in Christ
clearly before us. And we shall be given
the courage to take the step which God
shows us today. There can be no doubt
that the ecumenical movement needs
people who are prepared to take this
next step. In many respects our road to
unity resembles the life of Abraham. He
had to set out to find a country which
had not yet been shown to him. But
as he went along, he was guided. Vile
must therefore do the same, in order to
bear witness to the action of the Holy
Spirit in our midst.
WORLD OUTLOOK
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XXIII, during the four years
of his reign, has done a great deal to
transform the climate of relations between Roman Catholics and other Christians. Jviost notably, he has called the
Second Vatican Council.
It is still much too early to predict
what the final effect of this council will
be. The ecumenical movement in which
Protestants and Orthodox have b een participating for over fifty years has done
much to prepare the climate for the
present "era of good feelings." Part of this
work has been the preliminary but necessary task of learning to understand other
Christians of different backgrounds. To
modify Pope John's felicitous phrase, we
are not only "separated brethren" but
brothers who do not know one another
very well.
POPE JOHN

In this picture section, we
show some glimpses of three
churches about whon1 many
American

Protestants

know

little.
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During the Vatican Council,
a solemn pontifical mass was
held in St. Peter's Basilica to
celebrate the fourth anniYcrsary of the present Pope's
coronation. The Pope is
scatcfl on his throne at center.

These prelates at the opening
session of the Council demonstrate the wide spread of the
Roman Catholic Church. They
include rcprcscntatiYcs of all
continents. Among them arc:
Richard Cnrclinal Cushing,
Archbishop of Boston (second
row, 5ccond from left) and
Luuriau Cardinal Rugamhwa
of Tanganyika, the only African cardinal (third row; left).
RNS Photo
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Catholic
relations
with
other
churches arc handled by the new
Secretariat for Promoting Christian
Unity. Its president is a German,
Augustin Cardinal Bea.

Counterpart to the Observer-Delegates at the Vatican Council wc1·c
the five Roman Catholic observe1·s
who attended the Third Assembly
of the Worl<l Council of Churches
in New Delhi.
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Virruall~· unknown in rhe Unit e d Srurcs
until reccntlr wa s the great "rhird force" of
Chrblianity, the ancient Eustern Orrhorlox
churches. Spiritual leader of Orthodox~·
is the Ecum e nical Patriarch of Constantinople.
This is th e prc•ent Patriarch, Hi s Holiness
Athenngora s I.

\
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wee rhoto. by John P. Taylor

Th e Orthodox hnn• hcf'n nr·
tin· in the ccunwnicul mon··
nwnt for mnn~· ~ · 1·11r•. Arrhhi,hop lnkovo•. Grrck Ortho1lox Ard1hi,ho11 of North n111I
S outh Anwrirn (thir1l from
l1·ft), i' one of th1• •ix 11r1••i·
d1•11t• of thc "'orlil Council of
Ch11rcl11-..

wee rhoto, by John r. Taylor
Wee Photo, by John r . Taylor

Archhi,ltop lnkm·o ,
vi•it' thc Ecunwnirnl
l'ntrinrch in J,tnn-

11111.
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'wee Photo, by John P. Taylor

During a visit to the patriarchal seminary at Halki, Turkey, Archbishop
lakovos celebrates the Holy Liturgy in the ancient chapel.
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The ancient heritage of Orthodoxy is shown h)· this olcl church
in Athens, Greece.
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It is also shown in these 111·ccious
old manuscripts, here examined by
Archdeacon Gahl'icl of the Ecumcni·
cal Pa1t·iarch's staff.
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Anolher :mcienl chm·ch 1ha1 has 1·ecen1ly hcen ahle
lo enler !he ecumenical movemenl is 1hc Orlhodox
Church of Russia. At the New Delhi Assemhly,
!he Russians joined the World Council of Churches and
they have recenlly sent observers to the Second
Vatican Council (the only Orlhodox church to do so).
Here, al New Delhi, Archbishop Nicodim of 1he
Russian Church (lefl) chals wilh a reprcsenlative
of 1he Syrian Orthodox Palriarchate of Antioch,
Metropolitan Mar A1hmrnsius.

Typically Russian are !he spires and crosses of this
Orthodox church in Moscow.
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At a special service in
the famous old monastery of Zagorsk, the
Patriarch of l\loscow,
Alexei, is shown in the
Church of the Holy
Trinity.

Wee Photo. by John P. Taylor.

Church attendance in Russ ia i·cmains high, despite government disapproval. This is the congregation al a service in the Moscow Cathedral.

Wee Photo, by John P. Taylor.
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By A REPORTER
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Vatican City-Pope John XXIII addresses
some 1,000 news reporters at the Second
Vatican Council. Seated before l\iichelangelo's fresci> of "The Last Judgment" in the
Sistine Chapel, the Pope told journalists
that the Council is "essentially a great religious event" and he asked their co-operation in reporting it truthfully and without
sensationalism.
RNS Photo

~
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news reporters are sensitive. They are
sensitive to their rights. It is probably good for
the world that they are. If they were not, the
world could lose some of its own freedom. They are making demands even to this moment at Rome. They give the
impression that they are being "kept out of things."
Actually they have a pretty good idea of what is going
on.
When the Second Vatican Council was announced for
October, 1962, the reporters in the Christian countries of
the world began to seek accreditation. But they did so
with questions: How much freedom were they going to
have? Were purely secular reporters going to be allowed
in? How about Protestant reporters?
When the "rules" for the Council were released, the
newsmen-Catholics as well as non-Catholics-felt that
their questions were justified.
According to the document, the reporter must satisfy
the press representatives of the Council that his idea of
the church was all right. He also must observe the rule
that no one in Vatican City was f;_o be interviewed. There
were other rules, but these were the ones that caused the
most comment.
When I went to get my own accreditation card I was
nervous. What should I say about my ideas of the
church? Would I have to take an oath that I would not
buttonhole someone in Vatican City?
· Immediately I went to the press accreditation room
I saw something was wrong. The accreditor spoke only
JANUAHY 1963

Italian. He told me things-lots of things-shaking my
papers in his hand. I stared at him in dismay. He stared
at me in exasperation.
Then a bishop took over. I knew he was a bishop because of his dress. He told me he spoke English. He told
me that he would translate. He said that my trouble was
that my photograph was too big to go on my identity
card. He told me that someone-that fellow over there,
for instance-could cut the picture down to size. He told
me that he was glad to help me or anyone of the press,
because the church was glad to have the press in Vatican
City. There were no oaths asked for.
The ban on interviews was, of course, observed from
the reporters' side. But there were interviews.
Cardinal Bea, the cardinal who was ~n charge of the
Protestant and Orthodox Observers, and of the matters
pertaining to unity, gave an interview to Harold Fey of
The Christian Cent·ury in his own study. Many cardinals
and bishops made 11tatements to the press. These statements were not reports of what went on in the working
commissions, but they were significant of what was going
on in the church. For instance, Cardinal Cushing of
Boston reported that he was inviting all the Englishspeaking observers to dinner. There is a news story in
that.
The press was given a direct encounter with many of
the Council figures through "audiences."
The first audience was with Pope John XXIII himself. He held it in the Sistine Chapel because he, so he
29

The Vatican radio-the Pope's most powerful n1cans of
communicating throughout the world. The station hroadcn~ts
in 29 different languages. Apart from its broadcasts, a spccml
telegraphic code serves as an instant communique system to
apostolic nuncios and delegates throughout the wm·ld.

said wanted to show how much he cared for us. He
end;d with a blessing-quoting from Ecclesiastes: "A
father's blessing is the bulwark of his children's house."
And to my amazement the response to the blessing \Vas
sung back in Latin by many of the reporters present.
One New York reporter said, the next day in his daily
coverage, that it was the first press conference he had
ever attended where the press sang in Latin.
I cannot pretend that we were not gently scolded from
time to time. We should be more spiritual, we were told.
Some of us, clerical reporters in priestly robes, were
spiritual you could see. Most of us looked rather dazed
at such an admonition.
The church is not a Parliament, we were told. You
cannot report decisions in the church as if you were reporting on political parties. This came after the Council had called for a new way of voting than that submitted by the preparatory group of the Council. We
did watch, it is true, the ones who voted for the new
procedures, and the ones who stood by the traditional
ways.
We were surprised by the progressiveness of the
Spanish bishops and said so. We were aware that tl\e
conservatives were mostly of the Curia, a group which
might be called the Pope's cabinet. '''e watched with the
most avid interest the national groups that hailed other
national groups as fellow voters.
It was not a Parliament. It was not a division in the
political sense. Perhaps it should not be described in the
terms that we used to describe it in our papers and magazines. But it was news. It meant that the historic old
Roman Church was bringing its history up to date. And,
scolded or not (however gently), we performed, so I
think, a good for the world in telling about the change.

Three Lions. Inc., NYC

To help us understand the church way of work, we
were given two useful and important documents. One
was on the structure, activity, and characteristics of the
Second Vatican Council. The other was on the vocabulary of the Council.
Both documents were scarcely ever out of reach of
the reporters. After a time, a reporter could use the word
schema " or the phrase acta apostolicae sedis 0 " without self-consciousness, and without apology to. his listeners.
A class in theology was set up for that part of the press
who spoke English, and for a time forty pressmen attended an hour's course in theology six days a week. A
mass was offered for the press each Sunday, with a sermon prepared for the press by an outstanding figure of
the Council.
All right, you may say. You still did not get the newsthe real news of the Council. You may have had b·anslations of speeches, you may have been given desks and
typewriters and telephones and cable services in the press
room. But you did not have the i1ews.
Nonsense!
Try living that close to a conference and see if news
can be surpressed-particularly when the most vital part
of the conference wants the world to know what the
Council is all about.
"It will be years," a newsman said to me, "before we
know what happened here in Rome.''
Across the square at a little table before the Columbus
Hotel an Observer sat-the heritage of Protestantism
etched on his face. He was lost in talk with a bishop of
Rome. We do not have to wait for years to report that.
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" A thesis for. an agenda of a commission.
The official publication of the Holy See.
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Press room in Vatican City. l\fore than 600 memhe1·s of the
press were accredited to cover the Ecumenical Council.
!Newsmen and clergymen serving as journalists for religions
puhlieatfons jam into the press office for a late release.
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Scene during a business session of the Central Committee of the World Council of
Churches at its meeting in Paris last August. Shown in front row arc two Roman
Catholic observers: Father Jerome Hamer of France (second from right) and
Father John Sheerin of the United States (right).

Report FROM PARIS
By ROY H. SHORT
Bishop Short, of the Nashville
Area, is secretary of the Council of
Bishops of The Metho!fist
Church and a member of the
Central Committee of the
World Council of Churches.
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it was the privilege of
t least three other :Methodists
and myself to attend for the first
time an annual meeting of the Central
Committee of the \Vorld Council of
Churches.
It was a rewarding experience, indeed;
in some respects a richer experience than
attending the recent session of the Third
Assembly itself. There, there were large
crowds, and color and pageantry and inspiring platform hours. Here was the
intimacy of a much smaller group, little
in the way of particularly high hours, and
ST SUl\fMER

long days of hard, solid committee work.
Attending for the first time such a
gathering, a person finds himself cast
largely in the role of an observer. He has
yet to learn his way around, and to become familiar with the routine workings
of so significant and to some extent complex a body.
There were on the other hand certain
great signs of encouragement to be seen
at Paris, and one wished that more people could have witnessed them-or that
somehow they could get through to the
rank and file of the church people.
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The first sign of encouragement which
I would mention was the sh·ong stress
upon the whole church as mission, and
the well-defined plans for tomorrow,
growing out of this conception. At two
points in particular this far-reaching
significance. First of all, under this conception the old distinction between the
sending church and the receiving church
vanishes, and the whole church everywhere becomes the witnessing church.
Secondly, under this conception the laity
comes into a new and truly Scriptural
role. Rather than merely supporting the
ministry in its witness the laity takes up
its own responsibility as a part of the witness of the church, exercising it regularly
Consuhing between sessions arc
(left to right) !\fr. Charles C. Parlin,
New York lawyer and Methodist layman; Archbishop Nicodim, of the
Russian Orthodox church; and Rev.
Dr. Martin Niemoller, famed German pastor.
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in all its contacts in the realm of routine
daily business and professional life.
A second sign of encouragement at
Paris was the further opportunity afforded there to see something more of
the growing importance of national and
area Christian Councils. These witness
eloquently to the vitality of the church
in many of the former mission fields of
the world and a determination to deal
realistically and effectively with particular local situations. The representatives of such councils spoke with a clear
and strong voice at Paris and one which
may well be heeded.
For some undefined reason the role
and possible function of these Councils
has not yet been fully grasped even by
some of our best informed people, and
in our Methodist Church, their existence
has not been sufficiently taken into account either in our program planning
or in our Disciplinary legislation. Our
own church waits for some truly creative
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leadership at this particular point.
A third sign of encouragement was the
realization that Paris afforded of the wide
range and potential significance of the
multiplied studies being carried forward
by the World Council. All of us have
long been aware, of course, that the
Council does carry on various studies,
but when one sits in the Central Committee as one report after another comes
up for attention, he begins to sense with
new understanding how h·uly far reaching this program of studies is and what
it could mean for the enrichment of the
total life of the church. Unfortunately,
however, the World Council, to a still
larger extent than the National Council,
has up to elate failed to discover ways
and means for these studies to be carried
down to the churches-particularly the
local churches. The result is that the possible effect of these highly valuable
studies has too often been greatly discounted. Here is a problem to which the
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\Vorlcl Council, the National Council,
and the constituent churches may well
address their best imagination.
A third sign of encouragement was the
further reaching out of the Council for
more and more contacts with other Christians now outside the Council. This was
evidenced by the admission of a number
of new bodies at Paris.
It was further evidenced when the
Central Committee accepted the invitation of the Vatican to send two observers
to the Second Vatican Council, it being
understood that the purpose of sending
the observers is to have direct information about the work of the Vatican Council. The observers will have no authority
to speak for the \Vorld Council or its
churches nor to engage in any negotiations upon their behalf.
Dr. Lukas \Tischer, a young Swiss theologian who is research secrotary for Faith
and Order was named as one of these
observers. The second is yet to be named.
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The respective commissions of the
vVorlcl Council upon invitation are likewise naming representatives. Generally
they are naming church scholars with
some knowledge of Latin and Italian and,
in most cases, persons who have no administrative church positions.
The i\tiethodist \Vorld Council upon
invitation is naming observers. Those
named, together with alternates, form
somewhat of a panel from which Methodist attendance will be drawn. \Vith so
much of our work in countries where the
Homan Church is strong, our own need
as a church to be fully informed as to the
Vatican Council is more than obvious.
Other things might be mentioned but
I would mention only one more. That is
the marked sounding at Paris of a positive note. This has not always characterized ecumenical gatherings or less than
ecumenical gatherings. Sometimes there
has been such sharp criticism of the
church's faults as to overlook entirely her
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virtues. Sometimes there has been the
airing of a theological viewpoint which
not only despairs of but almost despises
all human effort at having some share in
the redemption of the world and the
coming of the Kingdom on earth and
postpones all h·ue hope to another state
and another world. Sometimes there has
been a pronounced discounting of socalled activism and a tendency, perhaps
an unconscious tendency, to invite the
churches to become still more ingro\VIl
institutions than they already are.
As over against this, the positive note
was sounded more than once at Paris. I
found myself particularly impressed by
an address by Dr. Roswell Barnes who
called for more positive approaches and
insisted that as churches we must get our
banners flying again, and by a paper
coming out of the Division of \Vorld
:Missions ,and Evangelism entitled, "A
Tent-lvlaking Ministry." This paper, taking the position that the whole church is
to be a missionary community, holds that
a more flexible ministry is needed if the
church is to move swiftly and effectively
today. Without discounting the professional ministry, it asserts the great need
for working out adequate plans to train
part-time lay preachers.
It is my understanding that privately
both of these approaches provoked some
strong critical reactions but it is my
opinion that their clarion call to positive
action found hearty response upon the
part of most of those present.
Certainly the \Vorld Council carries
on a wide range of most significant activities. One can scarcely grasp the scope
of them except as he can see them from
some vantage point, such as Paris afforded. They appear all the more phenomal when it is recalled that the total
operating budget of the vVorld Council
is little larger than that of some of our
largest and strongest single local
churches here in the United States.
Certainly the Council, being what it is
now and what it can be tomorrow bids
fair to make increasing conh'ibuti~n to
the life of the churches and the life of
the world.

Among new n1e111hcr churches admitted to the WCC nt Pnris wns the
Georgian Orthodox Church, represented by its Pntrinrch-Cntholicos,
Ephraim II.
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Tlw Future Is Upo11 Us, by Roy L. Smith;
Abingdon Press; 252 pages; $3.50. 1962

With that penetration of thought and
clarity of diction for which Dr. Smith has
long been noted, whether as author or as
editor, there are presented here 24 essays on
phases of movements, and problems, and
concerns that are revolutionizing every area
of life today. The author has brought together social, political, and economic thinking, the meanings and effects of scientific advance, the Christian and philosophical approach and understanding of this "revolution"-and put them all in comprehensible
relationship. From all areas of thought and
action, he gathers suggestions for avenuesoften difficult and even dangerous to traverse
-upon which to take first steps toward possible solution.
"I am only a journalist," says Dr. Smith.
"I am well aware of the fact that I am not
an authority on the technical fields into
which I have ventured." But he has done us
all a service by his venturing: he has studied,
sorted, and analyzed-and interpreted for
us in his own inimitable manner-what experts have learned, reported, and recommended in many areas of conflict. He interprets the vast and wonderful atomic age
into which we are just moving.
The 24 essays are based on "four towering facts" at which the Christian church and
Christian men "must look frankly and fearlessly":

the church's m1ss10n to the world? Where
does the justification for this mission lie?
Whose is the responsibility to carry out this
mission? Why are "missions" from land to
land an essential feature of the church's missionary obedience? What are the factors that
contribute to a sense of missionary urgency?
Whence arises the necessity to maintain
"missions" as an identifiable part of the
church's activity? Whither will an adequate
missionary strategy lead "missions" today?
The answers-and much more--are presented in ten chapters, grouped under "The
Faith," "The Enterprise," "The Encounter."
This last group considers "The world of religions-the religious frontier," and "The
world of nations-the secular frontier."
Two sentences especially worthy of quotation stand out here: "'Missions' must cease
to be a specialty, and be seen instead as an
integral part of churchly obedience." . . .
"God's work in the world and the pressure
of his grace upon persons are both the context of and the provocation for the church's
mission and the 'missions' of the churches."
Upon the Earth is the second volume
published in McGraw-Hill's new series,
"Foundations of the Christian Mission: Studies in the Gospel and the World."
Bruldhism aml Christianity, by Winston L.
King; Westminster Press; 240 pages; $5.

1962
1. The whole world is experiencing a population explosion which is capable of threatDr. King (professor of philosophy and reening the extinction of the human race.
ligion at Grinnell College; formerly of the
2. Our world is experiencing a scientific
International Institute for Advanced Budbreakthrough quite without precedent in .
dhist Studies, Burma) presents in this volall the history of the race.
ume a fresh study of the religious beliefs
3. Throughout the world, particularly in the
that are in wide contrast and those that are
so-called underdeveloped areas, there is in
in close paralleldn Buddhism and Christianprogress a mighty revolution of rising exity. The study is designed to help build some
pectations.
bridges of understanding and friendship be4. A desperate war is on in which two
ideologies diametrically opposed in both
tween two great religions-each of which
method and objective ·are contending for
might gain something by engaging in genpossession of the world's minds.
uine religious dialogue.

Chapters in the volume consider: the hisThrough the eyes of science, the church, toric relationships between the two faiths,
the government, Dr. Smith examines each of and the "understanding" each has of the
these problems or conflicts, makes some fus- . other; the Buddhist denial of God-and its
ing of the varied points of view-and charts ethical substitute; "love" as seen by the
the first steps on what may be long roads Christian and by the Buddhist; Christian
ahead.
"guilt" and Buddhist "dukkha"; Christian
and Buddhist meditation; the conprayer
Upon the Earth, by Daniel T. Niles; McGrawquest of self in Buddhism, and sacrifice in
Hill; 270 pages; $4.95. 1962
Christianity; the meanings of "grace" and
One of the keenest and most highly re- "faith" in Buddhism.
spected Christian leaders in all Asia is the
Dr. King suggests-and we agree--that
author of this volume on "The mission of a byproduct of a Christian's understanding
God and the missionary enterprise of the of Buddhism should be a deeper and more
churches" (sub-title). Dr. Niles, a son of intelligent interest in his own faith.
Ceylon, is principal of Jaffna Central College
(Ceylon), chairman of the World Student The Uniterl Nations: Structure for Peace, by
Christian Federation, and general secretary Ernest A. Gross; Hnrpcr and Bros.; 132
of the East Asia Christian Conference (in- pages; $1.25. 1962
terdenominational). He has been a frequent
Dr. Gross for some years represented the
visitor and lecturer in the U.S.A., and his United States at the United Nations. His
counsel is widely sought in missionary service has been distinguished. He has been
circles. Upon the Earth is rich in those judg- a frequent speaker before religious and other
ments and considerations which give weight groups concerned with the continuance and
to his spoken words at all conferences.
development of the UN as an avenue toThe volume considers and attempts to an- wards peace, international goodwill and unswer these questions: What is the nature of derstanding, and the true brotherhood of
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man. In this volume-published for the
(non-profit) Council on Foreign RelationsDr. Gross considers the UN in its role as 1'a
keeper of the peace," and in its long-range
role of "building a just order" among the nations.
The volume, like its author, is realistic:
the UN has accomplished much; without it,
there would have been something akin to
international chaos on earth; but that it is
not perfect is acknowledged. Some "changes
in its process and structure" are suggested.
In Part I there is a study of the secretarygeneralship, the Security Council, and the
General Assembly: their purposes, powers,
accomplishments, weaknesses, needs for development. Part II outlines both the economic foundations, and the financing of "the
structure for peace"-the UN organizations
and agencies; as well as the human rights
championed by the UN, and its efforts for
law and order.
In some concluding statements, Dr. Gross
says: "The possibility that there may be an
opportunity for fruitful negotiations should
always be probed, and there is always hope
that specific crises can be resolved. But the
American people must be prepared to believe, and live with the belief, that major
controversies will continue to arise in varied
and unpredictable forms. Crises may end;
problems merely change shape. And the
shape will be affected by the opinions which
the people of the United States are able to·
bring to bear upon world events.· 'Opinion is
power,' said Jefferson."
Dr. Gross' volume should be read by us
all: we need to know how the UN can be
used for peace; and-even more important
-we need to use our opinion-making power
to help shape the UN's actions.
Tunisia, by John Anthony; Chns. Scribner's
Sons: 221 pages; $4.50. 1961

If Tunis, Tunisia, North Africa, the
Moslem world are but mysterious names to
you, this volume by John Anthony is a
charming and intriguing entrance behind the
walls, the silences, the veils, and into the life
and heart of some of their peoples.
Mr. Anthony-a young American who
spent five years in his country's foreign service in Tunisia-certainly had a "personal
view of a timeless land." On his "days off,"
he cast aside his official diplomatic role, hied
him into the villages and along the roads
seldom seen by tourists, and made the acquaintance of people.
And it is of the people of Tunisia, their
beliefs and fears, their customs, life, understandings and reasons, their religion, and
their culture that he writes interestingly and
effectively.
He made friends of all kinds of people,
he probed their thoughts and ways-and lie
spreads them all before us.
It is a word picture of a great and (to
Americans) unknown people, and there is
not a single dull paragraph.
Read it-and you'll undoubtedly understand them better than if you took a tourist
cruise to their show places "reserved for
visitors."
WORLD OUTLOOK

Jesse Lee Home, close up.

Story and Pictures by
AivlY LEE

0

home since 1925 of
the 1viethodist-sponsored Jesse Lee
Home for Children, is a town of
about 1,800 lying beside Resurrection
Bay at the foot of steep mountains.
In summer dust rolls up and settles
again as cars come and go on Seward's
unpaved streets. A sprinkler truck appears regularly to wet down the dust.
Along its streets the new and the old
mingle-modern shops, a log Chamber
of Commerce building, a restaurant and
hotel recommended by Duncan Hines,
several small hotels of an earlier day,
here and there empty buildings, an
abandoned gas station.
On one residential street ten or a
dozen contemporary-style houses stand
unoccupied. They were built in a brief
boom after the Korean \Var. In another
part of town is a row of shacks known
as the Alley.
Fishing, canning, longshoring, recreation are the town's strengths. Outboard
motor boats seem to be everywherein yards, in the water, or fastened to the
backs of cars. Camper trucks transport
tourists in and out of town.
Two ships a week put into Seward.
. They come mainly from Seattle. Their
cargoes are hauled by the Alaska Railroad up to Anchorage and Fairbanks.
The b·acks run right inside the big warehouse, so that cars can be loaded in any
weather.
Seward's docks and small boat harbor
give life to its shores. Gulls dip and soar
overhead, and land and take off on the
docks. They rest on the grey pilings and
stand motionless along the ridgepole of
the snack shack on the harbor dock.
Boats rock gently in the harbor. Jvien
clamber around them, fill their motors
with gas, stow their fishing gear on board
for a day's catch.
The bay draws them, as it draws the
eye of the shorebound to its shining
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vvaters, its embracing wall of mountains.
At night the harbor lights twinkle and
glow green-white, lights on the oil tanks,
in the canneries, on the boats.
From the windows of Jesse Lee Home,
a mile and a half away, Seward looks like
a little town on the Maine coast. There
is a sense of comfort about a seaport
town, an atmosphere of restfulness in
the midst of traffic with the world beyond. This atmosphere gently enfolds
Jesse Lee Home where dwells an unusual family.
This family has forty-two childrensometimes even sixty or seventy-ranging in age from six to late teens. And it
has eleven parents. Except for a few
brother and sister groups, no one is related to anyone else.
The faces of the children are Eskimo,
Indian, Aleut, white, and part-white, and
the eleven parents must love and cherish
them as much as if those faces looked
like their own. That is easy. for parents
at Jesse Lee, moved as they are by the
same Christian spirit governing the
Home's
parent
organization,
the
\Voman's Division .of Christian Service.
These parents are three couples-two
ministers and their wives, and a couple
who have served on the staff for ten
years-a single man, and three single
women-one a young deaconess, one a
long-time staff member, one a widow.
A fourth is "relief parent" for all the
others on their days off.
This big family is divided into small
groups so that house parents may look
after their "children" in a normal way.
No more than ten children are
ever placed in a family group. House
parents have their rooms near their own
families of children, and sit with them
at their own tables in the dining room.
This family needs a big house. And a
big house it has. In fact, Jesse Lee Home
is three houses, one a girls' house, one a

boys' house, and one a gathering-placefor-everyone house, all connected by enclosed passageways. l\fountains rise behind it: Jesse Lee looks as if it had
stopped just before making the ascent.
Jesse Lee's buildings have rooms and
rooms and rooms, wide halls that can
take a lot of running feet at once, and
broad staircases easy to climb.
All three buildings have lounges; there
are also a library, a gym, and a chapel.
The little girls sleep in dormitory-type
rooms, the older girls in rooms of their
own, some single, some for two or more.
The older girls don't mind showing a
visitor their rooms and pointing to some
of the personal touches they've added to
them. But they don't like to have their
pictures taken.
One visitor to the little girls' dormitory
ran into a hairdressing session. Nine-yearold Carol Oumauk was having her hair
done by her house mother, Mrs. Laura
\Viles.
Carol's five-year-old sister,
Martha, looked on. The dark eyes were
solemn in the full Eskimo faces. The
operation involved careful "setting" of
the long pony tail, but Mrs. Wiles was
the one to do it. She was for twentythree years a beauty operator in Alma,
Michigan, before coming to Alaska.
The boys, generally, have rooms of
their own. Remaining dormitory setups
are fast being converted into single
rooms. The rooms seem bleak, each with
just a bed and a small chest or stand,
and bare of books or pictures. Here and
there, however, are evidences of hobbies
and interests-a window full of plants,
another holding a pyramid of soft drink
cans. A boy said he was collecting the
cans.
The dining room is huge, high-ceilinged, and full of windows through
which the mountains and trees seem
within touching distance. They give the
room a kind of exhilaration, matched by
35
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DATES

1890-Miss Agnes Soule sheltered six children in her own home in
village of Unalaska in the Aleutian Islands. Miss Soule had
gone there from Maine to teach in the government school.
She was a granddaughter. of Bishop Joshua Soule. The same
year thirty children moved into a new building, financed by
gifts from all parts of the United States. It was named for the
Reverend Jesse Lee, a pioneer Methodist preacher and coworker with Bishop Soule. After the government school at
Unalaska was closed, · Miss Soule became superintendent of
Jesse Lee home in the same town.
1898-Miss Soule was married to the Reverend Albert Newhall, who
was teacher, physician, and preacher for Jesse Lee Home as
well as for the village of Unalaska .
1917-Death of Mrs. Newhall.
1925-Jesse Lee Home moved to Seward, where climate was better
and incidental child care services were more accessible. The
Woman's Home Missionary Society consolidated its children's
home at Nome with the work in the new location.
1942-Jesse Lee Home was closed as war came close.
1946-Buildings were renovated, and the Home was reopened.

the exhilaration of the children on their
KP rounds.
Right after every meal they go to work
cleaning up, some sweeping, some collecting dishes on big carts, some brushing off tables, and setting them for the
next meal. On Sundays the red-checked
table cloths are exchanged for white ones.
On the way out of the dining room one
morning Janet took a guest's hand and
led her to the piano near the door. She
played a few notes of Jesus Loves Me
with one finger. "One of the church
women taught me this," she said. "Can
you play? I wish you'd teach me to
play."
The children seem to enjoy having
guests at their tables, and they are not
unduly awed. Once the blessing is asked,
their attention is focused on the food
appearing rapidly before them. They do
not talk much except to ask for second
helpings.
The food at Jesse Lee is wholesome,
appetizing, and well prepared by the
cook, Miss Mary Louise PenneywellPenny to everyone--a smiling, enthusiastic Negro girl from Pittsburgh.
She came recently to Jesse Lee after
living two years in Fairbanks. She loves
Alaska, especially Seward and the Jesse
Lee children.
It would be picturesque to think of the
dining tables heaped with homegrown
vegetables, nurtured by the children in
their own garden. But, as Jesse Lee's director, Mr. Lysond Morgan, explained,
"The soil of Seward is almost all gravel.
It is not for growing things."
Food is expensive in Alaska. Jesse Lee
36

is thankful to have government surplus
products-powdered milk ("as much as
we can use"), all-purpose flour, beans,
cheese, butter, lard. "It comes up from
Portland and Seattle by boat, freight
prepaid," Mr. Morgan said. 'We just
·
have to pick it up. ·
"We get meat from moose killed by
the trains or on the highway. The Alaska
Fish and Game Department can't sell
this meat so it is given to welfare institutions and hospitals.
"We have friends on some of the
shrimp and fishing boats that harbor
here. They give us fish that can't be
marketed.
"We buy fruit and canned juices."
Helping out on the fruit-which is
extremely high in Alaska-are the Wesleyan Service Guilds located in the
Yakima Valley area of Washington State.
"They sent us 160 boxes of apples
last year," Mr. Morgan said. "The applegrowers donate the apples, and the
Guilds pay the shipping costs which
amount to about $300. Apples here are
thirty-five cents a pound and a box costs
ten or twelve dollars.
"Apples the Guilds send each year
last from November until May. Some we
eat fresh, some we use for pies and applesauce. Toward the end of the supply
we have an apple-peeling bee with the
church women. \Ve put those apples in
the freezer to use later for cooking."
Although gardening at Jesse Lee has
to give place to picking berries (low and
high bush cranberries and blueberries),
and other activities, lawn cultivation is
nevertheless on the schedule.

Last summer some of the boys hauled
dirt from tluee miles away for the lawn
in front of the Home. It is one boy's
regular job to tend it.
In summer the boys and girls work
mornings till lunchtime. There is always plenty to do inside and out. Repairs
and painting go on incessantly.
Last summer the girls painted the dining room. The boys cleared rocks off a
mountain path to be used in the winter
for skiing. "The Home is encouraging
skiing and sliding," Mr. Morgan said
and spoke of the many pairs of skiis and
equipment given to the Home last winter.
While the older boys and girls are
working, the little children play-on
the swings and slide, and in tl1e sandbox
in the play area located at the side of
the girls' house overlooking the bay.
It's a good spot for picture-taking.
The little girls like to pose by the slide.
It was there Janet asked if she could look
through a guest's camera. "I won't click
it," she said. ''I'll be careful."
She held it cautiously, looked through
it, then handed it back. "I want a
camera. I want it all the time. I'm trying
to save for it out of my allowance. Or
maybe I'll ask for it for Christmas or
for my birthday. I wish you could stay
for my birthday."
Beyond the play area, where the drive
turns in its journey to the main road,
is the director's house, occupied for the
past two and a half years by Mr. and
Mrs. Morgan, and now by Mrs. Frances
Currier who became director on October
1, 1962.
The Alaskan summer is short but the
days are long. Play as well as work must
be packed into this precious interval.
The children fly kites high against the
mountains, climb those mountains, swim
in the "gravel pit" a mile and a half
distant, and find themselves the guests of
numerous individuals and groups.
For instance, every year the Shrine
circus invites the children to its performances in Anchorage.
Another fascinating event is fue trip
to Portage Glacier. This glacier is said
to be at least 20,000 years old, a remnant
of the last great Ice Age, the Pleistocene.
Below the glacier, which is wedged
like a road of snow and ice between two
mountain peaks, is a lake filled with icebergs which have broken off from the
glacier.
'We enjoy all our outings as a family,"
Mr. Morgan said. "It takes doing and
gas, but it's worth it."
Mr. Irving Tressler, head of Kenai
Lumber Company near Seward, apparently agrees. A Jesse Lee board member, he is frequently host to the Jesse
Lee family.
Typical of his hospitality was the
WORLD OUTLOOK
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picnic staged by the local Vloman's Society for the J csse Lee family on his
property at Bear Lake after church on a
sunny, warm Sunday in July.
Mr. Tressler had the Rrc all lighted
when the group pulled up in cars and
buses. The women spread the food out
on tables-baked beans, potato salad,
hamburgers, hot dogs, pickles, relish,
cakes, marshmallows. A big old-fashioned
coffee pot was put close to the fire. ~lilk
and frnit drinks were provided.
Life at Jesse Lee, as in any wcllbalanccd household, is not all play. There
is school. There arc jobs. There are community activities. There is church.
Like the outings, church-going is a
family project at Jesse Lee. "We all go
to Sunday school and church at Seward
Methodist Church as a family every Sunday," Mr. Morgan said.
It is quite a sight to sec all those children coming into the sanctuary of the
sedate, well-kept church, taking their
places in the pews and sitting quietly
through the service.
"\Ve have vesper service every
Wednesday from six-thirty to seven in our
chapel here," Mr. Morgan added. "It is
usually conducted by our Methodist pastor, the Hcverend Teel Townsend. And
we have also had the local Nazarene and
Lutheran pastors. That is the only formal
religious service at the Home. Of course
house parents may have Bible stories in
their own family groups."
All the J cssc Lee children go to school
in town-that is, they did until last fall
when the old territorial school on the
Jesse Lee property was reopened after
having been closed for four years. It now
takes children from first to fourth grade.
Dickie went "outside" for the Rrst time
in his life to visit his grandmother in
Bellingham, \Vashington, last summer.
"I worked some of the time there,
picking strawberries," he reported.
"About the most I could make was three
dollars a day. I won't complain again
about a dollar an hour here at home."
Some work in the canneries. "That is
hard work," Mr. ~!organ commented.
Hcflccting on the changes taking place
in children "s homes, as in other institutions, ~fr. Morgan said:
"A children's home today docs not
have the same responsibility that it had
in the early days. Today the state sets
the standards."
It should be noted that Jesse Lee
Home, as one of the oldest and finest
children's homes in Alaska, contributed
substantially to these standards. During
the Child \Velfare Conference held at
Palmer, Alaska, in October, 1952, three
Jesse Lee staff members served on committees that drew up standards for the
licensing of children's homes in the TcrJANUAHY 1963

ritory. They are today the mm1mum
standards of the state. The children
stay at J csse Lee until something consh·uctivc can be worked out either with
their own families or with foster families.
"Children come to us through the
State of Alaska or the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, and through direct application,''
!\fr. Morgan explained.
"Herc at J csse Lee," he went on, "the
state welfare department pays approximately one-third of the cost of a child's
living, and the \Voman's Division pays
two-thirds.
\Vclfarc places the children here on the
same basis it places them in foster homes
-$GS a month for a child under thirteen,
$71 for a child over thirteen. From this
amount each one is given an allowance.
"There is a need to provide home and
care for big families of children-four,
Rvc, and six. That is too many for a foster
home. Consequently, these big families
are brought to us if they are of school
age.
"Among our Eskimo children we have
one family of five children, one of four,
and one of three. The native people of
Alaska include Indian, Eskimo, and
Aleut. Eskimos live along the coast of
the Bering Sea from Barrow southward.
Our children come mainlv from western
Alaska-Kotzebue and Nome. \Ve also
have some from Fairbanks."
Jesse Lee has always been a prominent
member of the Seward community. In
the early days several of its boys either
won or came close to winning the famous
annual Fourth of July race up 3,000-foothigh Mt. Marathon.
Renowned in Jesse Lee annals is Benny
Benson who designed the Alaska flag in
1927. Not so well known perhaps is the
fact that Benny placed second in the
1929 Marathon race.
Present-day Jesse Lee boys are can1'ing on in prize-winning fashion. For example, Alaska's highway route marker
with the Big Dipper, and North Star design of the state flag 'was designed by
Victor Ashenfelter, a 14-ycar-old Eskimo
boy. The prize money was split three
ways among Victor and two other school
sh1dcnts who submitted the same design
idea. He has put half of his prize money
away toward college.
Four of the Jesse Lee girls belong to
the Rainbow Girls in town and take part
in community activities.
The high school uses Jesse Lee grounds
for b·ack meets. "No other place in town
is level enough," said Mr. :tvlorgan, "and
neither the high school nor grade school
has an athletic Reld."
Jesse Lee's community-mindedness
promises to increase as new service
projects for staff and children, now in the
planning stage, can be put into action.

This is the small-boat harbor at Seward.
This Alaskan seaporl is the hometown of
Jesse Lee Home for Children, seen in distance.

Jesse Lee boys by float plane on Ilem· Lake
-typical sight in the forty-ninth state •.

High sawhorses arc next best to
the real thing for the three little
Oumauk sisters nl Jesse Lee.
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Victor Ashenfelter, one of the
.Jesse J,ee teen-agers, stands beside road si;::-n he designed for ·
the Stnlo of AJaMka.

l\liss Belle llennell, 11
leader in the elTort to
establish a deaconess
movement in the l\I. E.
Church, South.
World Outlook File Photo

By ELEANOR P. CLARKSON

o ACTION more fully freighted
with hope for humanity gilds the
sunset glories of the Nineteenth
Century, than the re-establishment of the
order of Deaconesses in almost every
branch of the Church Universal."
So wrote Frances E. Willard in her
introduction to "Deaconesses," a history
of the movement's beginnings, by Lucy
Rider :Meyer ( 1889). The stately cadence
of her prose reflects the leisurely pace
of the society the first Methodist
deaconesses served.
If Miss Willard wrote her introduction
during the course of an evening, she
doubtless worked by the light of an oil
lamp, frequently dipping her pen into
an inkwell, undisturbed by the noise of
traffic outside her window or her neighbor's radio or television set, or even by
the ringing of a telephone. Why?
Edison had patented his incandescent
lamp but nine years before; vVaterman
his fountain pen in 1884. The Model T
Ford was 25 years in the future; radio
and television unheard of; Bell's telephone patent was only 12 years old.
The center of population of the United
States had recently moved across the
Kentucky line into Indiana, so that Chicago, location of the first deaconess home
and training school, considered itself a
western city.
The Biblical passage which tells us
that God was not in the whirlwind but
a still small voice seems particularly appropriate to this year of 1888, most notable as far as the almanac is concerned,
for a tremendous blizzard which swept
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the east in :March. Yet an event of far
more lasting significance h·anspired in
l\fay. In that month, the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church authorized the establishment of
the deaconess movement in response to
what might well be called a "still small
voice," for at that time just a handful
a dedicated workers . sought the
deaconess relationship. They were giving their time and service, requesting
only their maintenance in order to serve
the needy of Chicago. By doing such
simple things as sharing Bible reading
and prayer with the poor and lonely in
their homes or caring for a sick child
while its mother got some needed rest
they fulfilled their call.
From these beginnings, given impetus
by the endorsement of General Conference, in a very short time there were
deaconess homes in Cincinnati, New
York, Detroit, Jersey City, Baltimore,.
Minneapolis, Boston and Philadelphia.
Perhaps even more remarkable, two
deaconess homes were also established
at Calcutta and at Muttra in India under
the direction of the American missionary,
Bishop J. M. Thoburn.
Mrs. Meyer tells us in her history cited
above:
"At the close of this year ( 1888) or as
soon after as the ladies could get to
their fields, we had 24 students in the
foreign field-India, China, Korea, Japan,
South America, Africa, an.d Jamaicaand 27 students in various departments
of the home work in the United States."
Meanwhile, at about the same time

that the Methodist Episcopal Church
recognized the deaconess movement, far~
seeing women in the :tvlethodisi: Episcopal
Church, South, notable among them
Miss Belle H. Bennett, strove to establish a deaconess movement of their own.
By 1902, their efforts met with success.
In that year, the General Conference
acted favorably on their memorial requesting establishment of the office of
deaconess, even though fears were expressed in some quarters that such action
would lead next to women's aspiring to
the episcopacy!
Almost as soon as the deaconess movement began, a need for training schools
became apparent to some few, but in
both north and south, grave doubts on
the part of many that women needed
any sort of training either to be foreign
missionaries or workers for the church
at home had first to be overcome. However, eventually training schools became
a reality-the Chicago training school
first in the north, Scarritt in Kansas City
(later moved to Nashville) in the south.
Women in positions of leadership in
the missionary moveme'nt have from its
earliest days insisted that standards for
missionary personnel must always be
high, never relaxed for any reason. They
all agreed that it was better to send no
one to the field than someone poorly
qualified for the task. Miss Bennett once
expressed it this way:
"A zeal for numbers unchecked will
burden the Church with women for
whom there will be no call and for whom
the Board can find no special work ...
WOHLD OUTLOOK
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Only the best are in demand . . . God
has a work for every man and woman
... but all women are not called to the
office of deaconess, and this Board needs
to see to it that only those who can fill
that office shall be invested with its
responsibility."
Any discussion of deaconesses sooner
or later turns to a discussion of the "garb"
and its advantages and disadvantages.
Mrs. Meyer tells us how the garb originated in these words:
"The Board decided that a uniform
would be desirable for many reasons.
It would be a distinctive sign; giving
its wearers the protection which is so
well known to be extended to the Romish
Sisters of Charity. Again no other dress
could possibly be so economical; both
as to money, and that which is worth
more than money, time and thought. It
would also promote sisterly equality
among the workers . . . Last of all it
would be a badge of sisterly union."
Deaconesses wore no jewelry because
it presented too great a temptation in
the poverty-stricken areas of the city
where they served.
The modern deaconess movement as
we have described it here did not spring
into being full blown like ivlinerva from
the head of Zeus. It had its beginnings
some 55 years earlier in Germany under
the direction of Rev. Theodore Fliedner
at Kaiserswerth. The establishment at
Kaiserswerth served as a model for similar movements and institutions the

world over, sending forth nurses, teachers, parish deaconesses.
By 1888, when the General Conference
of the ~fothodist Episcopal Church officially recognized the movement in the
United States, in Germany 57 deaconess
homes (mother-houses) already existed
with 7,129 deaconesses at work in 2,233
fields. England and France had established similar institutions, and the Lutheran Church had pioneered the mo\'ement in Pennsylvania.
However, once won to it, American
Methodists embraced the cause with
their traditional enthusiasm. \Vomen
poured into the service in such numbers
that by 1917 the Methodist Episcopal
Church listed 922 deaconesses on the
active rolls.
A comprehensive report entitled
"Deaconess Doings" ( 1919) lists these
activities:
Families visited by Deaconesses 403,211
Visits made by Deaconesses to sick people
63,679
Number given material relief by Deaconesses 18,416
Bewildered travelers assisted by Deaconesses in railroad stations 119,488
Patients treated in Deaconess Hospitals
38,696
Students in training· for Nurses in Deaconess Hospitals 705
Visits made by Deaconesses in District
Nursing 31,113

World Outlook File Photo

The clcacoucss garb was picturesque but a bit voluminous. It was aclo11tcd in early
~· cars for its qualities of being "distinctive," "protective," and of promoting
"sisterly equality." By 1927 the garb was no longer compulsory.
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Children taken by Deaconesses to Summer Camps and for Day's Outing 12,188
Children taught by Deaconesses in Indusb·ial Schools 67,965
Children in Junior Leagues taught by
Deaconesses 39,342

\Vhat of the years since? How has the
deaconess movement met the tremendous
changes brought about by two world
wars both in society and in the status
of women?
"Intelligent flexibility" comes to mind
as one answer. These are some of the
changes which have come about:
The need for congregating together in
a deaconess home diminished when it
became the acceptable pattern for employed women to have their own apartments. Further, modern times demand
greater mobility. Neighborhoods and
their needs change rapidly. Deaconesses
can change location as rapidly as the
sihrntion demands. Buildings, of course,
cannot.
As standards have risen and more and
more opportunities have opened for
women in colleges and universities, the
specialized deacone~ b·aining school has
given way. A broader training secured
in an academic setting has become necessary.
The "garb" and the need for it have
disappeared almost completely as
women, moving about so much more
freely in the modern world, have sought
to assert their own individuality. Then,
too, deaconesses have listened to the
young people they serve who say, "vVe
like to see you in bright colors." Thus,
the garb was abandoned in 1927.
The need for the parish deaconess has
given way to a greater need for directors
of Christian education with a lifetime
attih1de toward their work, and so more
deaconesses have gone into the field of
religious education.
The need for home care of the sick
poor has diminished as hospitals have
broadened their service and public assistance has become more widely available. In fact, many of the social services
performed by deaconesses in the early
days of the movement have been taken
over by the state. Thus, referral to a
public agency has become not only more
feasible but desirable in order that the
deaconess of today can give more of her
time to filling needs only the church can
meet.
The first deaconesses went forth impelled by the desire to share the love of
Christ with the lonelv, the sick and the
forgotten. In a worl~l so different it is
scarcely possible to believe that only 75
years have passed, they still go forth
impelled by the same desire.
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SUALLY, in January, we run a page
or two on an it-happened-lastyear summary. This year we have
our pages so filled with what actually
happened this year that we have no space
for summaries.
Probably in church circles the most
significant event has been the Second
Vatican Council. It has a special place in
a January issue because while it opened
in 1962, it will be reconvened in 1963.
Thus it can be used for study and discussion in the months ahead.
'Ve recommend to your reading the
articles that appear in this issue on the
Council. Each represents a different approach, and looks at the Council in a different way. '\'e know that national magazines and your own local papers have
also been covering this event-but not,
we are sure, from the point of view of
how the Council looks to Methodists.
Let us know what your local church
members think of the Council. Have
they used these articles in discussions?
Are you, on the local level, making efforts
to come closer to the Catholic clergy?
Is there any place where you can plan
joint activities for community good or for
the spiritual good of your separate memberships? Already we know one church
that has been in touch with a Catholic
church nearby on a joint community project. Both churches had stood in the same
block for half a century and this is the
first time that either has approached the
other.
As we go to press, one of our editors
has just returned from a great meeting of
Catholic women in Deb·oit. She went at
their invitation, and was invited to sit in
on all their meetings. 'Vhile we are aware
of vast, and at this moment impossible,
chasms to cross between the Roman
church and ours, there is opening up to
us a chance for rich associations 'vith another body. Do let us know if you experience this richness-or if you do not, also
let us know that you have made the effort.
Along with the Catholic church story
goes the story of the Russian Orthodox.
The story told by Bishop Raines is a
touching one. At the birth of the Revolution in Russia it was predicted that within a generation the Russian church would
be dead. Today, nearly half a century
later, men as well as women, youth as
well as adults, still pour through the
church doors. Surely the story of this
church belongs with your study of the
Second Vatican Council.
And while we are on the subject of the
churches we want to call the pichll'e section to your attention. In December we
brought you pictures that glimpsed or
highlighted the need that has to be met
by churches around the world. This
40

the men's groups also might profit by its
presentation.
'VORLD OUTLOOK had a good deaconess
story
in its issue for April, 1962. Soon it
month we bring you pictures of the
churches themselves, many of them in will bring you a companion to this curclose fellowship through either the ~vleth rent story, about "Deaconesses Now."
Next month WoRLD OunooK emodist World Council or the World Council of Churches but many of them are phasizes the mission of the church. That
still sb·angers, though brothers. Get ac- issue will be a supplement to the study
quainted with other churches by seeing book on that theme by Tracey K. Jones,
how their members look if in no other Jr., and a feature for the regional meetings on the mission of the church which
way.
Turning to strictly Methodist concerns, will take place in February.
If you are a secreta1y of literature or
Methodists everywhere may well be
proud of the way in which the church has a member of a Commission on Missions,
provided care for children of Alaska in and you are attending any of the regional
meetings, check now to see if WORLD
the Jesse Lee Home at Seward.
The title of the article in this issue by OUTLOOK will be on display.
Order extra copies of WORLD OUTLOOK
Miss Amy Lee, "At Home Under the Big
Dipper and the North Star," refers to the for persons attending the meetings. Have
design of the Alaska flag. This design was someone to take subscriptions for \\'onLD
done by a boy from Jesse Lee Home, OUTLOOK. There is no better way to
Benny Benson, when he was only thirteen bring the mission of the church alive
years old. Other boys from the Home than to read, month after month, of the
have won awards, also. But the Home, missionary program of the church.
But, as you prepare to circularize and
while it honors its recipients of awards,
is geared toward the training of merely promote the February issue of WonLD
normal citizens. Here, under the North OUTLOOK, do not put aside the January
Star, children find a well-rounded life of issue which you now hold in your hand.
work, study, worship, and comradeship. In years to come this issue may become .
The Methodist Woman's Division of historic. Never before in the history of
Christian Service sponsors and maintains Methodism have we given so much space
this Home for sixty children. The Home to Roman Catholicism. Never before
was first founded at Unalaska in 1890. have we tried so hard to understand the
Let us hear how you have used this upheaval in another Christian body. Nor
have we stopped there. 'Ve have picstmy in your church programs.
The year 1963 marks the 75th anni- tured the "younger" churches (we have
versary of official deaconess organization heard that they do not like that term, but
within The Methodist Church. Miss what name should we call them?) and
Clarkson, the author of the article on the very old churches, such as Mar
"Deaconesses Then . . ." brings a fresh Thoma and the Orthodox.
One of the proofreaders said: "Lots of
approach to the history of the deaconess
and beards in this issue."
Catholics
movement. This organization did not
(Clergy
from
the "older" churches are
come into the church body \vithout overcoming certain obstacles and hindrances. characterized by beards.) And there are
You might think it fantastic that any- lots. And they are meant to be there. Bebody would object to dedicated Christian cause, central to the mission of the Chriswomen's serving needy people in poor tian church is unity among the churches.
communities or "bewildered travelers." No unity is complete without the Roman
But objections were raised nevertheless. Catholic and the Orthodox churches. For
the first time in four hundred years it
The church was fortunate in having
looks as if we can have some sort of
women of vision as leaders in the early unity.
days of deaconess organization. There
An unusual and extremely interesting
was Miss Belle Bennett, of beloved story is that of the Taize Community in
memory, who opposed the sending or France. This is a Protestant monastery,
even any appeal for women who were un- and it has attracted a great deal of attrained or unqualified for such work. tention in Europe. It is one of the atGood training schools were insisted upon tempts being made to renew the church
for candidates. And deaconesses had to around the world. Bishop Mathews
be willing to give up such worldly visited Taize last summer and he tells
adornments as jewelry because jewels their story in a fascinating way.
might present "too great a temptation" in
No ecumenical issue would be compoverty-stricken areas!
plete without a look at the World CounThis story may be used for a Family cil of Churches. Bishop Roy Short brings
Night program, a woman's meeting, or a us a fresh look at the wee and its acyoung people's session. We think that tivities.
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ANGOLA FIGHTING GOES ON:
CHURCH STILL AFFECTED
Though far overshadowed by Cuba,
Berlin and the Chinese-Indian border war,
the fighting between Africans and Portuguese goes on in Angola, and the church
continues to be affected.
A recent report to the j\Icthodist Board
of i\Iissions from a Methodist missionary in
Luanda, capital of Angola, says that the situation regarding i\Icthodist work is contradictory. In the Luanda area, churches and
schools that were closed have been forbidden to reopen, while in the Malango area to
the cast churches are being opened and new
schools established.
The missionary, who will be leaving
Angola soon to rejoin his family in the
United States after a separation of twenty
months, \\Tote: "Perhaps you know that Tho
Methodist Church and her missionaries
have been accused of such clandestine activity as inciting rebels against the government and of being Communist agents. As
a result of these absurd accusations, the
church has suffered much, and there is yet a
deep suspicion of her message."
Of the differing church situations in the
Luanda and Malange areas, the missionary
\\Tote:
"In the whole Luanda area, we Methodists have only four churches functioning.
The Christian Social center carries on a full
program of women's and children's activities.
There arc five Protestant schools in the city.
The churches in the bush have been closed
for months, and even though the people arc
begging for religious services, official permission is not forthcoming.
"The i\falange area seems to be the antithesis of the Luanda sih1ation. Churches arc
being opened, pastors placed and schools
established. Missionaries and Africans arc
allowed to move freely in their evangelistic
efforts. The central h·aining school at Quessua is functioning at its normal pace, with
qualified African personnel doing the work
that was once in missionary hands."
From another source, the Board of Missions has been told that, despite Portuguese
reports to the contrary, refugees continue to
leave Angola for the Congo. The source of
information is the Rev. Clifford Parsons,
British Baptist missions secretary. (Most of
the fighting, and the subsequent Porh1guese
repression of Africans, has occurred in areas
where the Methodist and British Baptist
Churches are at work.)
i\lr. Parsons says the Porh1guese armed
forces continue to bomb jungle areas. where
African villagers are belfeved to have fled.
They arc also said to have mined routes by
which refugees escape to the Congo.
In a statement sent to the Methodist
Board and to other missionary agencies, Mr.
Parsons says:
"Is it not time that further publicity was
given to the Porh1guese government's refusal to adjust her thinking to the realities
of the present day and to her continued
campaign of repression and indiscriminate
JANUARY 1963

Methodist Prints, by Rickarby

Bishop Herbert ~'clch blows out the candle on his birthday cake at his hundredth birthday party in New York. Sec story on page 4.5.

attack on civilian refugees?
"\\Then East Ge"rmans die in h-ying to
break through the Berlin \Vall, there is a
cry of horror from the Free \Vorld. The
same thing occurs daily in north Angola
where Africans died in their endeavor to
escape from power of a ruthless, determined
and alien tyranny. If ancient Christendom
maintains silence, it bodes ill for the church's
future in Africa. Unless its voice continues
to be heard in defense of h·uth and right in
the affairs of Angola, Angola's people will
understandably look for their friends else\vhere."

OUTLETS OPENED
FOR LITERATURE
The first step toward providing new outlets for needed publications in the field of
missions was taken September 25 by the
agency of the Methodist Board of Missions
responsible for missionary literature.
At its executive committee meeting in
New York, the Board's Joint Section of Education and Cultivation authorized the use of

the imprint "World Outlook Press" on various types of literature published by the
Board. The new imprint will be used on
Methodist mission study books and other
types of literature which the Board's editors
and their advisors believe should bear the
imprint. The name of the imprint is taken
from the international Methodist magazine
of missions, VlonLD OUTLOOK.
In explaining the significance of the new
imprint, Miss Dorothy McConnell, one of
the chief editors of the Board, said that
under the imprint certain types of literature
can be published which are not now provided for through existing channels. Such
literature might include specialized study
material for small groups about a specific
subject (such as material about Christian
missions among Moslems for those especially interested). Such literature would be in
the form of booklets, b·acts and pamphlets.
"\\Tith the rapid and dramatic changes
taking place in missions, new outlets for interpretation, study and information are
needed for the Methodists of America," Miss
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i\kConnell said in her statement.
The Joint Section's executive committee
also authorized a continuing study by the
editors of Board policies of literature dfstribution and publishing done by various parts
of the Board.

of H.eligion, which is affiliated with the University.
Dr. Gould is a member of the Boards of
Christian Social Concerns and Ministerial
Training and Qualifications of the Nebraska
Conference.

BOARD OF MISSIONS
NAMES STUDENT HEAD

CONSTRUCTION UNDERWAY
AT MISSIONARY CENTER

The Rev. Dr. William
Blair Gould, ministerdirector of the Vv esley
Foundation (for Methoclist students) at the
University of Nebraska
at Lincoln, has been
named director of the
Department of Stu.dent
Work of the Methodist
MR. GOULD
Board of Missions, with
headquarters in New York.
In his new post, which he will assume
early in Janumy, Dr. Gould will help to direct the missionary and cultivation education program among several hundred thousand Methodist college students throughout
the United States. He will work with directors of Methodist student work on campuses and will have charge of such projects
as summer work camps for students, travelstudy seminars and the "Year of Study
Abroad" program. He will also work with
international (foreign) students.
Dr. Gould's choice was announced by the
Rev. Dr. Gerald L. Clapsaddle, general secretary of the Board's Joint Secti01.1 of Education and Cultivation. Dr. Gould will be on
the staff of the Joint Section. His formal
election to the position of director of the
Department of Student \\Tork is scheduled
for the Board's annual meeting in Cincinnati,
Ohio, January 15-17.
Dr. Gould succeeds the Rev. Claude
Singleton, who resigned in September after
twelve years to become pastor of the First
Methodist Church of Thomaston, Ga.
During his three years at the University
of Nebraska, Dr. Gould led in the building
of a $300,000 :tvlethodist Chapel and Student Center and increased the staff and program for more than 2,000 students of Methodist preference. He went to Nebraska in
1959 after four years as pastor of the First
Methodist Church, Middletown, Conn., and
director of the Methodist Sh1dent Foundatiim at Wesleyan University in Middletown.
Before entering student work, Dr. Gould
was pastor of St. James' Methodist Church
in Brooklyn, N. Y., and the Community
Methodist Church of East Meadow, N. Y.
He was ordained to the Methodist minishy
in 1952 and became a member of the New
York East Methodist Conference. \Vhen he
moved to Lincoln, he joined the Nebraska
·
Methodist Conference.
Born in Los Angeles, Dr. Gould is a
graduate of Wesleyan University (bachelor
of arts, 1948), Union Theological Seminmy
in New York (bachelor of divinity, 1951)
and Edinburgh University in Scotland (doctor of philosophy in systematic theology,
1955). In addition to his other work at the
University of Nebraska, he taught New Testament and theology at the Cotner School
JANUARY 1963

A large-scale construction program to
double the capacity and facilities of a major
interdenominational center pioneering in the
training of overseas missionaries is underway at Stony Point, N. Y.
The $650,000 expansion will enable the
Missionary Orientation Center to accommodate 100 adults at a time in its training program, or 200 in a single year. Though the
present capacity is forty adults, seventvthree adults and their children are currently
in training at the Center, of whom nineteen
adults are housed in a motel and four fami-

Scheduled for January, 1963
( Sub;ect to change after press time)
JAN.

JAN.

JAN.

JAN.

JAN.

JAN.

JAN.

JAN.

JAN.

JAN.

JAN.

3. Mr. James Tuttle for La Paz, Bolivia, from Cincinnati, Ohio, Delta
flight #741.
7. Miss Vivian Otto for Mutambara,
Southern Rhodesia, from Saginaw,
Mich., UAL flight #234.
9. Miss Marjorie Comstock and Miss
Grace Boyd for Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia, from New York,
BOAC flight #500.
9. Mr. and Mrs. Delmar Roy Byler
and three children for Hong Kong,
from San Francisco on the President Wilson.
11. Rev. and Mrs. Robinson H. McAden, and four children for La
Paz, Bolivia, from New York on the
Santa Margarita.
11. Miss Dorothy O'Neal for Wembo
Nyama, Miss Dorothy Rees and
Miss Noreen Robken for Lodja,
Congo, from New York on the
Steenstraete. •:.
13. Dr. and Mrs. Vittor L. Rankin and
one child for Buenos Aires, Argentina, from Miami, Fla., PAA flight
#441,
18. Miss Raveprabia Dubey (Crusade
Scholar) for Bombay, India, from
New York on the Constitution.
20. Rev. and Mrs. Robert Edward Genia
and two children for Palembang,
Sumatra, Indonesia, from Birmingham, Ala., Delta flight #853.
23. Rev. Kaare E. Eriksson for Salisbury,
Southern Rhodesia, from New York,
SAS flight #912.
25. Miss Glenna Suzanne Shogren for
Taipei, Formosa, from San Francisco on the President Tyler.

JAN. 28. Rev. and Mrs. Charles Mcfarren
and four children for Cochabamba,
Bolivia, from New York, EAL/Braniff flight #991.

Let me send you at once the facts about my
remarkable Plan which gives your group $50.00
CASH almost like magic. Just fill out the coupon below and mail it to me now. At once I'll
send you-absolutely FREE and without
obligation-complete details of my nationally
famous Plan which adds $50.00 to $300.00 anu
more CASH to your group Treasury ... all without spending a single penny of your own money.

YOU NEVER SPEND OR PAY 1¢
of YOUR OWN MONEY-No Risk
No room here to give yo·u all the facts, but here
arethe highlights of my famous Plan: I ship you
200 assorted packages of my luxurious, silky
Prayer Grace Napkins. Exquisite colorful designs and prayer texts ••• "Thank You, Dear
God" •••"Bless This House" •.• "Give Us This
Day"••• "For Every Happy Blessing"••• set a
graceful, thankful mood at mealtime. Four differentpatterns ... many homes willorder a114 on
sight. I send the Napkins entirely on credit.
I trust you! Then you simply have 10 members
each sell only 20 packages at 50c each and send
$50 of the proceeds to me when all the napkins
are sold. And you keep $50.00 of the proceeds
for your treasury. Take up to 60 days.

My Famous Plan Followed Successfully
By More Than 50,000 Organizations!
Join more than 50,000 clubs, PTA's, schools, veteran's auxiliaries and other groups who raise
large sums of money without le cost, thanks
to my famous Anna Wade Fund-Raising Plan.

Details ••••
MAIL COUPON NOW!
FR EE Complete

Just mail the coupon to me TODAY for complete details of this easy-to-follow rewarding
Plan. Everything comes to you FREE ••• no
obligation whatsoever. So fill
out and mail the coupon now I Free Samples!

ANNA WADE
Dept.840HA Lynchburg, Va.

MAILCOUPOH
BELOW TODAY!

~NNA WADE~Dep-;.- 840H;---l
I Lynchburg, Virginia .
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NOW... 3 SIZES
i

Unbrcak::ible . . . noise.free . .•
light weight .. • boilproor com·

munion glasses ... Sl.25 Doz.

FREE

sample of each size

~d~BRASS IOODS CO.
Pearl St., Brookline 46, Mass.

MONEY FOR YOUR TREASURY
Over 2,000,000 Sunflower Dish Cloths
\Vero sold in l9iil b.r mem bers of Sunday School s,
J.aclirs' Aid s, YounJ: Pcoole's Grou ps. otc. They cnabl('I you to enrn mon ey for your trcnsmy, and mnl;:o
friend s for your orJ:nnlzntion.

Sample FTIIm to Omclnl.

SANGAMON MILLS, INC.
Estoblishcd 1915

Cohoes 10, N. Y.

ROBES
Write for catalog and sample
swatches. Fine materials; beautiful tailoring; fair prices. Men·
tlon whether for pulpit or choir,
and give name of church.

DeMoulin Bros. &Co.
1140 So. 4th St., Greenville, Ill.

WRITERS

N. Y. publisher wants books on all subjects
fiction, nonfiction. No fee for professional
opinion. FREE: Brochures that show how your
book can be published, publicized, sold; tips
and article reprints on writing, publishing,
contracts. Write Dept. RHU-1
EXPOSITION 386 PARK AVE. S., H. Y. 16

Direct .from factory saving to

Churches, Schools. Clubs.
etc. MONROE Folding Ban·
quet Tables, with automatic folding
and locking. 94 models and sizes.
Write today for Big 1963 Catalog.
. Beautiful color pictures, featuring .

tables, chairs. platform-risers, table
and chair trucks. portable partitions. Our 55th Year.·
THE MONROE CO., 116 Church St., Colfax, Iowa

New Free Booklet!

Handy Hints
ON NEW. EASY WAY TO

EARN

MONEY
,.:(::.::·::·;:· CHURCH
~· ::.""...'.::".:::..

FOR YOUR

·America's quality distributor of unusual and
practical items that are proven money~makers
for any group that has a fund-raising project.

Gifts, Gadgets, Candies, Cards
Imports, housewares, jewelry, toys, greeting
cards and wraps, novelties. Generous profits.

WE FINANCE YOU
Send no money ! We give established organizations 30 days from invoice to make payment. No risk to you. You hold your event
and pay later. Send for the booklet at once.

ADRIANE R~~s~~c PROJECTS
3-947
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Park Square, St. Paull, Minn .

]\'[rs. Florence Cox, reliring after twch·e years as director of the Crusade Scholarship program of The Methodist Church, was presented wirh a ,.oJume of lctlers from former Crusade Scholars around the world. Looking on arc l\'lrs. Joo Liat Wee of Singapore, a former
Crusade Scholar, and Bishop James K. Mathews of Boston, chairman of the Crusade
Scholarship committee.

lies in an apartment house.
The Center prepares missionary candidates of six denominations for overseas· service-The !vlethodist Church, the United
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A., the
Evangelical United Brethren Church, the
United Church of Christ, the Reformed
Church in America and the Disciples of
Christ.
The new construction on the 12Jf-acre
Center site involves a three-wing dormitory,
a nursery and an addition to the administration building to include a larger lecture hall
and additional seminar rooms. The building
started last summer and is expected to be
finished in Febrnary.
The present facilities of three living units,
an administration building, lecture and seminar rooms, librmy, dining hall and staff
houses rep1:esent a capital investment of
$615,000. Then with the new constrnction,
the cooperating denominations will have invested almost $1,300,000 in buildings at
the Center.
The present group is by far the largest to
have pmticipated in the five-month orientation program since it was stmted in January,
1961. Though the over-crowding results in
many inconveniences to the present group,
the overflow is a reminder of the total involvement of the denominations in the trnining program.
The purpose of the program is to prepare
the missionaries for the work they will be
doing overseas and to live in situations in
which they will find themselves. The training includes emphasis on the Biblical and
theological bases of missions, the nature of
the non-Western world (culture, political
and social situation, etc.) and the theory
and practice of missions.
A major characteristic of the orientation
program is the emphasis placed on group !iv-

ing. The buildings themselves are planned
to cmTy out this emphasis. Close community
living is difficult to achieve when groups are
too large. For this reason, the buildings are
arranged so that there will be two communities of about fifty adults. Each community
will meet separately for most of their activities (except general lectures) : meals,
work teams, study groups, prayer fellowships and worship.
The acting director of the Center is the
Rev. Paul Yount of N01th Carolina, a young
Methodist minister who was a missionary
personnel executive of the Methodist Board
of Missions before accepting his present appointment.

AUSTRALIAN METHODISM
PRAISED BY KENNEDY
According to the Aush"alian Methodist
Newsletter, there is a sh"ong tendency on
the part of many Australian Methodists to
look to American i\fothodism as the pattern
for modern churchmanship. The church in
the United States is much larger, according
to statistics, has held the loyalty of a greater
proportion of the population and, it is alleged, is more imaginative in its planning
than Australian Methodism.
However, Australian - Methodists have
been reading with great interest Bishop
Gerald Kennedy's opinion of them. Bishop
Kennedy, of the Los Angeles area, came as
the guest preacher to the 150th Anniversary
of Methodism in Australia. He acknowledges
having been really impressed with some
aspects of the Australian Church and believes that there should be a mutual teaching and learning from each other.
He thinks that the Church in Australia
is doing a better job in. ministering to the
inner cities than the American churches are
doing. The Bishop was amazed that \Vesley
WOHLD OUTLOOK
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Church, l\Ielbourne, where the Central Mission is located, could maintain a boys' farm ,
two homes for the aged, two hostels for
young people, a home for unmarried
mothers and a very extensive social service
for needy people.
He was impressed with the numerous undertakings of the Sydney Central lvlission
which has an even greater group of institutions in its social service undertakings. He
mentioned especially the Teen-Age Cabaret
on Saturday evenings which caters for 500
young people-many of whom have had no
previous relationship with the church but
from whose number many candidates for
church membership have come.
The Bishop concluded: "I want to be
closer to a Church which is not afraid to try
unorthodox methods in order to bring Christ
to those who have not found Him in our
Churches."

SENIOR BISHOP GREETS
HIS SECOND CENTURY
To cheer ~l'lethodist Bishop Herbert
\Velch as he entered his second century
more than a thousand guests gathered at a
dinner in his honor in the Grand Ball Room
of New York's V/aldorf Astoria Hotel.
The birthday dinner took place November
G on the eve of the Bishop's lOOth birthday.
Bishop Lloyd C. Wicke of New York was
chairman of the sponsoring committee. His
associates on ·the committee represented
various educational institutions and other
relationships important in the bishop's life.
Bishop \\Telch celebrated his centenary in

the city of his birth. His grandfather was
one of the founders of the Washington
Square lvlethodist Church in the Greenwich
Village section.
Bishop Frederick B. Newell, retired, of
Stamfm·d, Connecticut presided at the dinner. The choir of vVesleyan University, the
bishop's alma mater, sang.
Brief h·ibutes were paid the bishop by the
presidents of Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute,
vVesleyan University and Drew University,
institutions in which Bishop Welch is their
oldest alumnus. Ohio vVesleyan University's
president brought greetings from the college
of which Bishop vVelch was president when
elected to the episcopacy in 1916.
Bishop Marshall R. Reed, president of the
Council of Bishops, represented Bishop
Welch's episcopal colleagues. Dr. Halph V/.
Sackman, who was the Bishop's pastor during most of his years of retirement, also
spoke.
Bishop vVelch's address covered a few of
the experiences recorded in his new 144
page autobiography, As I Recall My Pa:.t
Century published November 5.

HOPKINSON JOINS
VOCATION COMMITTEE
The Hev. Arthur Hopkinson, Jr., \Vashington, D.C., joined the staff of the Interboard Committee on Christian Vocations of
The .ivlethodist Church November 15.
He will be associate secretary of the committee, which has its national headquarters
in the l\fothodist Board of Education building in Nashville.
i'vlr. Hopkinson will come from the staff of

New Guaranteed
Fund-raising Plan
gives you
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Reach )'Oltr goal easier, faster
with Doll)' Deere Candy
Here's what you sell:
A delicious assortment of chocolates with
assorted natural centers . . . Brazil nuts,
almonds, cashews, Virginia peanuts, . grape·
fruit peel, orange crush, raspberry crush
and raisins. Covered with deluxe dark and
milk chocolate. Packaged in a handsome
see·thru plastic serving container personalized with your organization's name, picture
and/or insignia printed on the wrapper.

Here's how it works:
There's nothing to buy! Just order your
candy and we deliver it - with us paying
the freight. You pay for it after you sell it,
and you pay only for what you sell. You
keep 45¢ for every dollar sale! And you can
return unsold candy to us! Think of it: not
one penny invested on your part!

Here's how we help you sell it:
There is an experienced Dolly Deere repre·
sentative right in your area to sit down with
you and help you plan every step of the way!
He' s free, too!

Here's why you can't miss!
This isn' t just another "assortment of choc·
elates." It' s different - and everybody goes
for it. All you need is enthusiasm! . . . the
same enthusiasm that got your organization
going in the first place!
Get all the details on the extra advantages
offered by Dolly Deere, the fund·raising plan
designed with your organization in mind.
Clip convenient coupon below, mail today!
- - - - - S E N D COUPON T O : - - - - - ,
Dept. W0-1
Dolly Deer<'! Candy Company
Box 4830, Delaware Valley
Philadelphia 24, Pa.
Gentlemen : Please tell me more about
the Dolly Deere Plan .

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone'------------Organization'----------

Plans to recruit seventy-five deaconesses in 1963 to cc1chratc the seventy-fifth mmivc1·sary
of deaconess work in American l\lcthodism highlighted a recent meeting of the Commission
on Deaconess Work and an accompanying Youth Christian Vocations meeting. Shown here
(left to right) arc: Richard H. Bauer, lntcrboard Committee on Christian Vocations; l\lary
Ellen Bender, Bethlehem Center, Nashville; l\1ary Lou Bm·nwcll, Commission on Deaconess
\Vork; Allene Ford aml Stanley l\'loorc, Joint Committee on l\'lissionary Personnel.
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One good
resolution
you can make
... and keep
Lift up your heart each day in
devotions! Read your Bible,
pray, and think daily about
your place in God's world.
The Upper Room offers the
helpfulness of a daily devotional
guide used by millions of people
around the globe. Why not try
it for one year and test its
effect on the lives of yourself
and your loved ones?
Place your order now to start
with the January-February
number. Ten or more copies to
one address, 7ft per copy. Individual yearly subscriptions $1,
three years $2. Order from

The world's most widely used
daily devotional guide
41 Editions - 35 Languages
1908 Grand Ave. Nashville 5, Tenn.
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This new huilcling houses the Okinawa Christian Institute, the first Christian institution of
higher learning in Okinawa. Now enrolling fifty-one stude nts, the junior-college level lnstitue is located near the Unive1·sity of the Ryukyus.

the Methodist Commission on Chaplains.
However, much of his ministry has been to
college students, and he was minister to
1'1ethodist students at Syracuse University
for thirteen years, 1948 to 1961.
He is a member of the Central New York
Methodist Conference and is coming to his
new position by special appointment of
Methodist Bishop W. Ralph Ward, Jr., Syracuse, N.Y., after having been nominated by
the Interboard Committee on Christian Vocations and elected by the executive committee of the Methodist Board of Education.
He will work with the Rev. Dr. Richard
H. Bauer, Nashville, executive secretary of
the committee, which correlates The Methodist Church's eff01is to enlist and guide
p ersons into church vocations and has other
responsibilities.

STUDY CONGREGATION'S
MISSIONARY STRUCTURE
Forty North American pastors, theologians, sociologists, and church officials
are at work to discover whether the structure of the local congregation in the twentieth century enables its members to "live
out the gospel" in the world.
The advisory committee of a new World
Council of Churches' study on the missionary structure of the local congregation is
considering the problem from both theological and sociological points of view.
Dr. Hans J. Margull, secretary of the Department on Studies in Evangelism of the
\'\Torld Council of Churches, Geneva, is
visiting the United States to help launch the
new study.
The North American committee met recently at Nyack, New York, with Dr. Jitsuo
Morikawa, American Baptist Home Mission
Society, Valley Forge, Pa., as chairman.
Vice-chairman of the group is Dr. Robert
W. Spike, United Church of Christ Board for

Homeland Ministries, New York.
During the three-day session the group
took a close look at the congregation as it
has been traditionally conceived in North ·
America. In Bible study and smaller discussion groups the committee raised questions
to be dealt with by a larger conference to
meet Sept. 10, 1963.
Both so-called "experimental" congregations such as Judson Memorial Church and
the East Harlem Protestant Parish and more
traditional city, suburban, and rnral parishes
were represented among tl1e participants.

MRS. C. W. LOKEY
DIES IN TEXAS
Mrs. Augustine Lokey of San Antonio,
Texas, the wife of the Rev. Dr. Clarence W .
Lokey, an executive of the Division of National lVIissions of the Methodist Board of
Missions, died October 3 in a San Antonio
hospital after an illness of several weeks.
Dr. Lokey is a director of special fields in
the National Division, with particular responsibility for work among the Spanishspeaking people of the Southwest.
Mrs. Lokey was born in Texas and was
active in Methodist church work while her
husband served as pastor in Nacogdoches,
Doucette, Edgewood,, Gilmer and Beaumont
and as dish·ict superintendent in Bryan (all
in Texas). She is survived by her husband,
two daughters and one son. The funeral was
October 5 in Nacogdoches.
MORE LITERATURE
URGED BY wee MEET
Greatly increased "common and co-ordinated effort" by Western Christian organizations to help meet the literature needs
of the churches of Africa, Asia, and Latin
America was urged by a recent \Vorld Council of Churches consulation.
Representatives of national missiona~-y
WOHLD OUTLOOK

councils and inter-denominational Christian
literature agencies on both sides of the
North Atlantic advocated the establishment
of a $2,000,000 Christian literature fund to
provide fresh resources for this purpose.
They also proposed the establishment of
literature secretaries in the national missionary councils of continental Europe, as well
as provision for information exchange among
them concerning the support of overseas
projects.
Also called for was an arrangement for
common consultation and collaboration between the European secretaries and both the
Christian Literature Council of Great Britain
and the Committee on VVorld Literacy and
Christian Literature in North America. The
latter are widely representative interdenominational agencies.
Organized by the WCC Division of World
Mission and Evangelism, the consultation
was attended by more than fifty persons associated with Christian groups of Europe,
Great Britain and North America that support publication endeavors of the younger
churches.
The proposal for a new international fund
said that it should be "an autonomous
agency governed by a representative committee, ultimately responsible to the Commission on World Mission and Evangelism
of the World Council of Churches, the relationship to be similar to that of the Theological Education Fund."
Established in 1958, the TEF is described
as "a service of the Commission on World
Mission and Evangelism." It became related
to the World Council when the WCC and
th~ International Missionary Council were
integrated last year at New Delhi.
The intended operations of the new fund
would have "limited and defined objectives,"
such as "pioneering ventures and new undertakings beyond the scope of resources of
existing agencies working in the field of
Christian literature."
The fund "would stand in an auxiliary
and supplementary relationship to these
agencies" and would have "due regard to
the effect of its operations on their continuing responsibilities."

SAYS MISSIONARIES
TRUSTED BY ALCERIANS
Despite the suspicion and hostility between Arab and European bred by eight
years of war in Algeria, there is a vast
reservoir of goodwill toward American
Methodist missionaries by the Algerian people, the executive committee of the Methodist Division of World Missions was told
in New York September 27.
The Rev. Dr. Eugene L. Smith, general
secretary of the Division, reported to the
executive committee on his visit to Algeria
shortly after freedom came in July.
"You can feel the warmth of feeling toward the missionaries by all who know
them," Dr. Smith said. "The goodwill is also
attested by the fact tlmt in all the eight
years of fighting, including the bloody battles just before independence, no Methodist
property has been damaged."
Unfortunately, The Methodist Church has
suffered heavy losses of membership from
JANUARY 1963

persons who have emigrated from Algeria
to France, Dr. Smith said. In some places,
the congregations have been reduced almost
to nothing. The congregations were composed of European and Kabyle Christians,
most of whom were political moderates by
conviction, Dr. Smith said. Being moderates,
they were distmsted by the extremists on
both sides. Most of those who have gone to
France have become identified with Protestant churches there.
.Methodist institutions and mission forces
are sh·ategically located and deployed in
Algeria, Dr. Smith said, and the question
now is how to use these institutions and personnel to continue a comprehensive Christian witness in the newly independent country.
Though the missionaries have suffered
from insecurity and uncertainty, they have
maintained high morale and are determined
to continue their work energetically, Dr.
Smit11 said. They have been able to cany
on in the midst of eight years of bloodshed
because of tllCir inner stability and sense of
Christian mission.

The Condor award was given posthumously to the late Rev. Dr. Murray S. Dickson of Hillsboro, Texas, one of The Methodist Church's best-known and most-beloved
missionaries. Dr. Dickson, forty-six, died

Sell GREETING CARDS & GIFTS
Jewelry• Stationery• Wrappings• Toys
Make Extra Money Jn Spare Time

CHOIR R"OBES
Newest colorfast fabrics available.
Write for Catalog A24

E. R. MOORE CO.

METHODISTS PLAN
COLLEGE IN SWEDEN
The graduation of large classes of nurses
from Methodist hospitals in Sweden and
Norway, and the decision to start a churchrelated college in Sweden emphasize that
Scandinavian Methodists believe in a faith
which ministers to the whole man.
Sh·ong in their support of both medical
and educational work, Swedish Methodists
are planning to open a college in the fall
of 1963 and have already begun a drive to
raise funds for it.
Twenty-two nurses were graduated recently from tlrn :tviethodist Training School
for Nurses in Stockholm, a large class. The
nurses represented The Methodist Church
and eight other denominations. Seventeen
nurses were graduated about the same time
from Bethany Methodist Hospital in Oslo,
Norway.
In other Methodist news from Scandinavia, the Rev. Dr. Arne-Jacob Kristoffersen, Methodist news correspondent, writes
that a pre-Christmas evangelistic cmsade is
underway in Denmark, with twenty centers
to be visited, and that Methodist ministers
in Norway are exchanging pulpits for religious emphasis weeks. Scandinavia, which
already has contributed a disproportionate
share of missionaries to the 1'1ethodist world
mission program, has recently sent two more
to the field, one from Sweden and one from
Norway.

SCHOOL, MISSIONARY
GET BOLIVIAN AWARD
A Methodi'st school in Bolivia and a noted
Methodist missionary to that country, killed
in the line of duty last year, have received
the highest decoration the national government of Bolivia can give. Both have received
"The Order of the Condor of the Andes."
During its fiftieth anniversary celebration
recently, the American Institute in Cochabamba was awarded the decoration by the
Bolivian Minister of Education on behalf of
the President.

268 Normon Ave., Brooklyn 22. N. Y.
932 Dakin St., Chicago 13, Ill.

1641 N. Allesandro St., Los Angeles 26, Calif.
1605 Boylston Ave., Seattle 22, Wash.
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'Will 1Jone is
Well 1Jone
'rs YOUR WILL done? Have you made it?
Did you remember to leave something to God?
No job is well done until it is all done. The aim
of every Christian is faithful stewardship. At the
end this will earn the reward, "Well done, thou good
and faithful servant: enter thou into the joy of thy lord."

Helpful Booklet FREE
Send for our helpful booklet giving you the words you
want to make your bequest legal. After you have provided
foF your loved ones, you can insure your Christian stewardship to the end. Where there is a Will there is a way. Consider
making a bequest to the Division of World Missions with the
stipulation that an annuity agreement be issued to loved ones so as
to provide them with an income as long as they Jive and at the same
time relieve them of the problems and worries of managing an estate.
Missions must go forward because it is the Lord's command. What peace and satisfaction
it gives you to know that by including God in your Will, you are doing His will.

Mail coupon for FREE booklet.

-------------------------------

THE METHODIST CHURCH The Division of World Missions
W0-1-32-3
475 Riverside Drive, New York 27, N. Y.
Attention of Dr. Ashton A. Almand, Treasurer
Gentlemen:
Please scad me booklet "Well Dooe" giving information oo wills and forms of bequests.

!Vame!------------------------------~1

Address·------------------------------Ci/y._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zone·____ State______

December 16, 1961, after an automobile
collision sent the car in which he and anot11er missionary were riding over a cliff and
down a 1,500-foot drop in the Andes mountains. At the time of his death, Dr. Dickson
had served eighteen years as a missionary
to Bolivia and was executive secretary of all
:Methodist work in the country. The award
was received for Dr. Dickson and his family
by the Rev. James Pace, present executive
secretary for Bolivia.
The American Institute in Cochabamba
is the second Methodist school within five
years to receive the "Condor" award. In
1957 its sister institution, the American
Institute in La Paz, Bolivia's capital, received the decoration, also on its fiftieth anniversary. The dual awards are strong evfdence of the high esteem in which The
}.fothodist Church is held in Bolivia, a country where just fifty-five years ago it meant
death to be a Protestant.
The decoration was given before several
thousand onlookers during festivities marking the fiftieth anniversary of the Cochabamba school. Other awards were given to
the school by the governor of the province,
the mayor of the city of Cochabamba and
private organizations.
In another major event of the anniversary,
more than 2,000 persons attended a service
of thanksgiving, the largest group ever to
attend a Protestant service in the city. The
audience was greatly increased by a broadcast of the service over the Cochabamba
radio.
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The American Institute in Cochabamba
has the reputation of being one of the finest
schools in Bolivia. It has i,200 students in
its primary, secondary and commercial arfs
departments. The principal is Dr. Gaston
Pol, a former Crusade Scholar who studied
at George Peabody and Scarritt Colleges in
Nashville, Tenn.

METHODISTS PLAN FOR
LOS ANGELES AREA
An imaginative, new Methodist sh·ategy
for the inner city with far-reaching implications for Los Angeles and urban centers
across the nation has been recommended by
the Board of Missions of the Southern California-Arizona Conference.
Working guidelines of the strategy were
presented to the board November 13, after
more than a year's intensive study and research by a twenty-five member Urban Planning Council of ministers and top business
executives.
Bi-shop Gerald Kennedy convened the
council to deal creatively with the dilemma
of many downtown churches, and show how
best they could meet present and future
challenges.
The council's main proposal was the creation of a Central Administration Team to
plan and coordinate :;ictivities of downtown
churches in a unified program.
Team members would be ministerial staff
and lay representatives from local churches
involved in the program. One pastor would
be designated director of the Cenh·al Ad-

ministration Team to head up the program.
Quarterly Conferences of the local
churches would meet in joint session once
a year to hear reports, and approve programs and policies. An executive committee,
headed by a district superintendent, would
function in t11e interim to implement their
actions.
"A basic assumption in the strategy," said
the council report, "is that all churches
should work cooperatively in the team approach in meeting the needs of residents,
commuters, and visitors in the primary
parish as well as members and constituents of the churches."
A second recommendation was that adequate church-wide support be furnished by
Methodism at large, if such support is necessary.
Unanimously approved by the board as a
recommendation, the plan now goes to
Bishop Kennedy and his cabinet of nine district superintendents. If implemented in
downtown Los Angeles, the program would
involve seven churches with a combined
membership of nearly 3,500 persons: First
Methodist, Trinity, German, Temple, La
Plaza, Chinese, and All Nations.
"This councii laid the foundation by
which we can proceed to meet problems of
Methodism in the central city," said the Rev.
Richard W. Cain, superintendent of the Los
Angeles District.
"The contribution of tliese men is tremendous. But because we have this fine document does not mean we have solved all the
problems. They have not said how it shall
be done, or when."
\Vork of the Council was headed by M.
Carl Haddon, president of the California
Division of Lockheed Aircraft, who was
aided by a dozen leading businessmen such
as Donuld F. Buhler, Hollywood contractor;
Lawrence Cooper, vice president of Pacific
Telephone; Verne Orr, Sr., retired Chrysler
Corporation executh•e, and others.
"Methodism is determined to stay in the
center of the city," the council said in a
statement of principles. "Our denominational sh·ategy should be the sh·engthening of
otir downtown central ministry of service
utilizing existing membership and resources.
Teamwork is imperative."
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ASIA METHODISTS
VOTING DOWN MERGER
The tide continues to run heavily against
church merger in North India and Pakistan,
according to reports received by the Methodist Board of Missions on voting in India's
Methodist annual conferences.
The latest results show a total of 285
votes against the Plan of Union for a United
Church of North India and Pakistan, and
only 231 for. Those results are tabulated
from seven conferences in India and one in
Pakistan, where votes have been taken. Four
conferences, three in India and one in Pakistan, are yet to be heard from.
The Plan of Union was carefully drawn
up over a period of several years by seven
denominations, including Methodfsts, Anglicans, Presbyterians, Baptists, Disciples of
Christ and Churoh of the Brethren. It was
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presented to the quadrennial session of the
Southern Asia Central Conference of The
Methodist Church in December, 19GO, and
was approved by 14G delegates out of 147.
The Central Conference was made up of
delegates from all annual conferences in
India.
From the Central Conference, the matter
of approval was referred to the thirteen
Methodist conferences in India and Pakistan, two in the latter country. If in the
voting the Plan of Union was approved by
two thirds of the voting members (lay and
clerical), the Methodist General Conference
of 19G4 was to be asked for an enabling
act to permit Southern Asia Methodists to
merge with the other denominations to form
the United Church of North India and Pakistan.
The first conference to vote, the Indus
Hiver Conference in Pakistan, disapproved
the Plan of Union by a narrow margin of
eighteen votes for and twenty against. That
unfavorable vote, however, apparently set
the trend for succeeding votes.
In seven annual conferences in India, the
total vote has been 213 votes for merger and
2G5 against. Thus the plan of Union has received not even a simple majority of the
votes, much less the required two-thirds.
The conferences voting against the merger
were Agra, Delhi, Bengal and Moradabad.
Those voting for were South India, North
India and Madhya Pradesh.
Another of the major negotiating denominations, the Anglican Church, has also voted
overwhelmingly against the Plan of Union.
Five dioceses, including the influential
Metropolitan See of Calcutta, voted against
the Plan and only two voted for it.
In reporting to the Board of Missions on
the Methodist voting, Henry A. Lacy, the
Board's executive secretary for Southern
Asia who is currently in India, wrote:
"People keep telling me that they are not
voting against church union but against this
plan. One real obstacle seems to be the authority given to individual congregations to
appoint, dismiss or transfer their pastors."
(Under Methodist organization, pastors are
appointed by the bishop.)
Church merger in India and Pakistan is
of concern to Methodists in the United
States, as those two counhies have the
largest Methodist membership of any area
outside the U.S. The total number of Methociists in the two countries is 412,000 (full
and preparatory) members.

BOARD GIVES
MORE FREEDOM
The Methodist Board of Missions has
adopted policies designed to give more independence and self-direction to Methodist
churches in Latin America. The Board's
actions recognize the increasing maturity of
younger Methodist churches in Latin America and their desire for more autonomy.
The new policies were adopted in response to recommendations to the Board of
Missions by the Methodists in ten Latin
American counhies and from other parts of
the world. The recommendations came as a
result of the all-important Latin America
1fothodist Consultation February 24-March
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5 in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
The new policies liberalize relationships
between Latin American churches and the
Board of Missions (representing The 1fothodist Church in the U.S.) and have the net
effect of giving more autonomy to the
churches in their contacts with the Board.
The policies cover matters such as finances,
missionary personnel, schools and adminish·ative relationships.
The Latin America Consultation was important not only for the new policies which
have been adopted by the Board of Missions, but because it charted a course which
Latin American Methodist Churches will
follow in the next several years in. evangelism, social action, youth work and other
fields. It served for Latin American Methodism the same purpose of strategy and
planning that the Africa Consultation in
19Gl served for African Methodism. An
Asia Methodist Consultation is planned for
19G3.
The new Board of Missions policies cover
relationships with Methodist churches in
Cuba, Panama, Costa Hica, Peru, Brazil,
Bolivia, Uruguay, Mexico, Argentina and
Chile. The policies were adopted concurrently by the executive committees of the
two overseas agencies, the Division of \Vorld
Missions and the \\Toman's Division of Christian Service, at meetings this fall. They are
considered a milestone in the relationships
of the Board with "younger churches" in one
of the major Methodist overseas mission
areas.
In adopting the policies, the Board defined the basis of its .relationships with the
Latin American churches: "The Board of
Missions expresses its conviction that the
church in Latin America and the Board of
Missions are under God's calling, and it
seeks to be better equipped for the responsibilities that are upon it. It wishes to
seek the guidance of the Holy Spirit in
order to fulfill God's will. The Board wishes
to do whatevec is in its power to help the
church in Latin America find freedom and
fulfillment in its calling."

JAPAN CHURCH BEGINS
EVANGELISM PROGRAM
In an action-packed session, the top
legislative body of the United Church of
Christ of Japan recently approved a tenyear program of evangelism, launched a
$2,780,000 fund drive for church development and missions, and affirmed their support of missions as a two-way sh·eet-a desire both to continue to receive missionaries
from America and to continue to send out
their own missionmies.
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---------------------The 400-member body is the General
Assembly of the United Church and is
similar in purpose to the Methodist General
Conference. The Methodist Church and
other Protestant denominations related to
the United Church had official representatives at the General Assembly for the first
time.
The Methodist representative was Bishop
Kenneth W. Copeland of the Nebraska
Area, who is on an episcopal visit to Asia.
Bishop Copeland addressed tl1e General
Assembly.
The United Church, with 284,000 members (full and preparatory) in 1,597
churches, is the largest Protestant body in
Japan. The delegates include clergy and
laymen representing the churches. The General Assembly, which met late in October,
elected the Rev. Dr. Isamu Omura, a leader
in the former Japan Methodist Church and
a delegate to the 19GO General Conference,
as the moderator of the United Church, its
highest office.
The ambitious Ten-Year Evangelism program has as its central features ( 1) the
renewal of the church, emphasizing the outreach of the church in ministry to the needs
and challenges of Japanese society, and
( 2) the larger-parish plan, intended to link
individual congregations closer together.
The Assembly also approved a One Billion Yen Fund (about $2,780,000), to be
raised over a period of ten years. The money
will be used to sti·engthen weak churches
and for overseas evangelism.
In the field of missions, the Assembly
49

affirmed the United Church's continued desire lo be both a receiving and sending
ehurch. It wants to continue lo receive both
missionary personnel and mission funds from
its related churches in the United Stales and
Canada. Emphasis was placed on the use of
such funds for rural and industrial evangelism and for mass evangelism .
Emphasizing the United Chmch's warm
feeling for American missionaries as coworkers, the General Assembly held a formal
reception for forty-six new missionaries who
have begun work in Japan since the last
Assembly two years ago. Among the missionaries welcomed into the church's fellowship were twenty-two Methodists.
On the other side, the Assembly heard
and approved the report of its Overseas
Evangelistic Committee, which is its foreign
mission board. The report told of the work
of missionaries in Taiwan, Okinawa, Thailand, Bolivia, Brazil and other countries. It
reported that requests have been received
for Japanese missionaries to be sent to
Egypt, Iran and other Asian, African and
Latin American counh·ies.
In other actions, the Assembly revised
the United Church's constitution and approved a colloquial version of its confession
of faith. The latter was drawn up to enable
the church to speak more intelligibly to
modern Japanese culture.

GOODWILL LISTS GOALS
FOR "OPERATION 60"
Goodwill Industries of America, Inc., has
launched a three-year program of expansion

and improvement of services to the handicapped as a part of its diamond anniversary
in 19G2.
1
Goodwill, the world's largest private employer of the handicapped, is of Methodist
origin and is still related to The Methodist
Church through the Division of National
Missions of the .tvlethodist Board of .tvlissions. Founded by a Methodist minister in
Boston, l\fass., in 1902, Goodwill is observing its sixtietl1 anniversary this year.
Among the objectives included in "Operation GO," Goodwill's blueprint for advance in 19G3-G4-G5, are the following:
1. At least 135 operating local Goodwill
plants in the United States by the end of
19G5; there were 125 in 1961.
2. Services improved and expanded to a
point where over 50,000 handicapped persons are served annually on a continuing
basis; for the first time in 1961, Goodwill
plants served more than 50,000 persons.
3. In the national headquarters of Goodwill in Washington establishment of a fulltime research department, erection of a
new building, improvement of the public
relations program, and expansion of the recruiting and training program for Goodwill
executives.
4. Overseas programs to be expanded to
provide for twenty-five operating units serving 2,500 persons; there are now twenty
overseas plants.
.5. Establishment of a revolving loan and
assistance fund for local Goodwill plants in
the amount of at least $100,000.
In support of Goodwill Industries, the

.Read what one Annuitant says, "I am
happy I was able to build up the amount
to $4,000 and I had the joy of giving it.
There is deep satisfaction in knowing that
the money will go on working after I am gone."

CHRISTIAN YOUTH
MEET IN AFRICA

Life Income Gift Certificate
WOMAN'S DIVISION OF CHRISTIAN SERVICE

Booklet

Treasurer, Waman's Division of Christian Service of the
Board of Missions of The Methodist Church, Dept. WX 13
475 Riverside Driv1>, New York 27, New York
Please send me FREE booklet "Dedica1ed Dollars" giving
ALL 1he advamoi:cs of Life Income Gift Ccrlilica1os.

Nt1111e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-------Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zo11e_ _ Stt1/e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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$3 (service charge)

Division of National Missions appropriates
each year $10,000, channeling it through
the Division's Department of Goodwill Industries. The funds are used to train capable
executives of local Goodwill plants, to help
new plants get started and to raise the standards of operation and service in existing
plants. The most tangible link between the
Division and Goodwill Industries is a Methodist layman, Percy J. Trevethan, who serves
both as executive vice-president of Goodwill Industries of America and director of
the Department of Goodwill Industries.

Begin and Build YOUR
Annuity Income Now!

Learn ALL the advantages of dedicating your dollars
by mailing coupon for free booklet. Many people build
up their total annuities by as little as $100 at a time.
You, too, can know the deep satisfaction
of a sound annuity program plus· Christian service.

Rent from your ncareSI
Cokesbury Regional Service Cenler

The first major conti'nent-wide meeting
of African Christian youth will be held in
Nairobi, Kenya, Dec. 28, 1962-Jan. 7, 19G3.
Some 500 youth and student delegates
from forty African countries are slated to
take part in the event-the All Africa Christian Youth Assembly. Another fifty fraternal
delegates from more than thirty countries of
Asia, Europe and North and South America
will also participate.
Theme of the Assembly will he "Freedom
Under the Cross," with the suh-thcmc
"Youth and Student Participation in the
Life and Mission of the Church in Africa
Today."
During the week the youth will hear addresses and panel discussion by a number of
prominent Aflican and foreign Christian
leaders, take part in Bible study courses and
in working groups on a variety of topics.
WOHLD OUTLOOK

NEW BOOKS
for everyone
Anna Laura and Edward W. Gebhard.

THE BEST
OF THE SANCTUARY

COD'S
MASTERPIECES

Here is a family Lenten-Easter book
of worship, activities and customs
to guide the family through the
Easter season. Suggested activities
for the family to do together and
for the children-planting seeds and
bulbs, songs to be sung, graces to
be said, and a list of books for
family reading. Interpretative illustrations throughout. 64 pages.
Paper, $1

Charles M. Crowe. These devotional
readings have been selected from
the annual issues of the popular
Lenten booklet, The Sanctuary-100
single-page devotions representing
the best in both interest and inspiration. Designed without dates,
this book is ideal for year-round
use for individual, family, or group
worship. Includes scriptural and
subject index. 112 pages.
$2.25

Grace Noll Crowell. Mrs. Crowell has
brought courage, strength and spiritual beauty to millions of readers.
Her new book consists of twelve
devotional portraits of men and
women of the Bible-Moses, Abraham, Joseph, Esther, Naomi and
others. Mrs. Crowell writes with the
warmth that stems from a deep
faith, using Scripture, prose and her
own original poetry. 96 pages. $1.75

COME TO EASTER!
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4 NEW
BibleGuides
General editors: William Barclay and
F. F. Bruce. In clear, non-technical

English, Bible Guides tell about the
Bible-how it came to be written
and what its messages mean today.
They combine the broad knowledge
of the Bible with all the evangelical
zeal of sound biblical expression.
When completed the set will consist
of 22 volumes, forming a concise
conspectus of the Bible. 96 pages.
Laminated paper covers, $1 each

No. 2 The Beginning of History by
Bernhard W. Anderson. The Book
of Genesis deals with the "beginning
times" as the people of Israel saw
them from the creation to Israel's
own history. This is an illuminating
guide to Genesis and its powerful
"drama-history" which is so pertinent to understanding God's dealing with men.

No. 18 Letters to the Churches by
Morton S. Enslin. In this remarkably
lucid Guide to the letters to Timothy and Titus, Dr. Enslin explains
their purpose and place in the sacred
scriptures. He sees them as manuals
of Christian conduct and a challenge to Christian living and responsible order in the life of the Church.

No. I 0 Singers of Israel by George
S. Gunn. This is a preaching and
devotional guide to the Psalms by
George S. Gunn whose famed
Scottish ministry was built around
biblical exposition. Dr. Gunn sees
the Psalms as portraying not only
the character of God but all the
varied emotions of the human soul.

No. 22 Dreams of the Future by
Thomas S. Kepler. The apocalyptic
writings of Daniel and Revelation
offer special problems to the Bible
student, which' Professor Kepler
bears in mind in his Guide. He
ably steers the reader through a
maze of possible misunderstandings
to a positive view of the books .

..........................................................................................................................................................................l!

NEW APEX PAPERBOUND REPRINTS
TESTAMENT
OF TRUST

MONK IN''ARMOUR

Faith Baldwin. One of America's
favorite authors takes us on an
inspirational journey through the
months of a year. Writing of her
own hopes and memories of a happy
life, Faith Baldwin helps us to
trust in our own strength and
wisdom, the essential goodness of
others, and above all to trust in
God. 224 pages.
$1.25

Gladys H. Barr. A moving, dramatic
novel based on the story of Martin
Luther-of how he reached his
great convictions and his courage
to live them. "This novel will be a
best-seller . . . No writing that has
come to my attention has so understandably and with such warmth
told Luther's love story."-Christian
Herald. 256 pages.
$1.50

CAY PARTIES FOR
ALL OCCASIONS
E. O. Harbin. Here's fun and fellowship for small and large groups of
all ages-72 entertaining parties plus
nearly 200 extra games, stunts and
riddles. "A book that offers hours
of delight-in reading it, in quoting
it, in rereading it, in sharing it with
friends."-Pu!pit Digest. 352 pages.

Order from Your Bookstore

ABINGDON PRESS
The Book Publishing Division of The Methodist Publishing House

$1.75

The Cl1ristian Home offers guidance for EVERY IvIEMBER of your family! That's
why it is so appreciated by thousands of modern-minded parents ... read from cover
to cover every single month.
Each issue of The Christian Home brings you special articles on important phases
of family life. You will also enjoy the many entertaining short stories, poems, puzzles
and other interesting features in The Christian Home, too . . . 64 solid pages of good,
wholesome reading in every issue. A special devotional section of Bible readings,
prayers, poetry, graces, and songs offers Christian guidance and inspiration for family
worship every day in the month.

here are some of the subjects covered

$3 •00

Methoclism's
Magazine
for Parents
a11cl Teachers

quarter in quantity to churches
per year individual subscription to
home address
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*Send Mail Orders to Regional Service Center
Western
Southwestern Southern
Region
Region
Region
.
Los Angeles 29
Portland S
*Dallas 1
Atlanta 3
*San Francisco 2 Kansas City 6 *Nashville 3

North Central
Region
Region
Boston 16
Chicago 2
New York 22
Cincinnati 2
Pittsburgh 30
Detroit 1
*Teanecl<, tU. *Park Ridge, Ill.
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Baltimore 1
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*Richmond 16 ,
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